Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
A.01

DOC Text
In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e.,
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10
15.03.10.B.01

LCO 3.01.04
LCO 3.01.04
SR 3.01.04.01

15.03,10.B01,A03

LCO 3.01.04 COND A

15.03. 10.B01A.0A

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A. 1.1
LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A. 1.2

15.03.10.B.01.A.031B

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A.2

15.03.10.B.01.B.01

LCO 3.01,04 COND B RA B 1

15.03.10.B.01.B.01 A

LCO 3.01.04 COND B RA B.2.1.1

15.03.10.B01 .B01 .C

LCO 3.01 04 COND B RA B.2.3

15.03.10.B01..B.01.F

LCO 3.01.04 COND C
LCO 3.01.04 COND C RA C.1

15.03.10.B101..B.02

LCO 3.01.04 COND D

15.03.10.B.01.B.02A

LCO 3-01.04 COND D RA D.1.1
LCO 3.01.04 COND D RA D.1.2

A.02

15.03.10.H
15.03.10.H01
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)

SR
SR
SR
SR

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 10

SR 3.01.04.02

3.01.04.03
301.04.03
3.01.04.03
3.01,04.03

The CTS provides an introductory statement (Applicability) which simply states which
systems/components are addressed within a given section. This same information, while
worded differently, is contained within the title of each ITS LCO. Accordingly, this change is a
change in format with no change in technical requirement.
CTS:
15.03.10 APPL

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04
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DOC Number
A.03

DOC Text
The CTS provides an introductory statement (Objective) at the beginning of this Section of the
Technical Specifications which provides a brief summary of the purpose for this Section. This
information is contained in the Bases Section of the ITS. This information does not establish any
regulatory requirements for the systems and components addressed within this Section.
Accordingly, deletion of this information does not alter any requirement set forth in the Technical
Specifications. This change is administrative and consistent with the format and presentation for
the ITS as provided in NUREG 1431.
CTS:
15.03.10 OBJ

A.04

The CTS requires all shutdown and control rods to be operable during power and low power
operation. All indicated rod positions are required to be within an alignment limit based upon
demanded rod position. ITS LCO 3.1.4 will require all shutdown and control rods to be operable
and within their alignment limits. The rod alignment limits themselves have been moved to ITS
SR 3.1.4.1. ITS SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that surveillances must be met when the
LCO is applicable. Moving this limit to a surveillance makes the presentation of this LCO more
concise, while retaining the same regulatory requirement through application of SR 3.0.1.
Accordingly, these changes do not represent a change in intent or usage and are therefore
administrative.
CTS:
15.03.10.B.01

A.05

ITS:
B 301.04

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04

The CTS Actions for untrippable and misaligned control rods contain an Action which requires
verification that Shut Down Margin (SDM) exceeds its required value which is specified in CTS
Table 15.3.10-2. CTS Table 15.3.10-2 has been proposed for relocation to the Core Operating
Limits Report (COLR) as discussed in Description of Change LA. 1 of LCO 3.1.1. Therefore, the
Actions for untrippable and misaligned control rods have been changed to reference the SDM
limits provided in the COLR. This change has been classified as an administrative change
relative to this LCO, as the basis for relocation of the SDM limit itself has been addressed in
LCOs 3.1.1.
CTS:
15.0310.B.01.A.01.A

ITS:
COLR

15.03.10.B.01.A.03.A
15.03.10.1B.01.1.01B.A

COLR
COLR

15.03.10. B.01 .B,01I.C
15.03.10.B.01.B02.A

COLR
COLR
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DOC Number
A.06

DOC Text
The CTS requires all shutdown and control rods to be operable (trippable and aligned) during
power and low power operation which is equivalent to proposed ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff
greater than or equal to 1.0. The CTS requires that the unit be placed into Hot Shut Down if the
LCO Actions are not met. The CTS definition of Hot Shut Down requires the reactor to be
greater than or equal to 540 degrees and subcritical by greater than or equal to the required Shut
Down Margin (changes to this definition are addressed in Description of Change M.2 of Section
1.0 of this conversion package). This condition is equivalent to ITS Mode 2 with Keff less than
1.0 (reactor subcritical).
The proposed ITS Mode of Applicability for this LCO is Mode 1 and Mode 2 with Keff greater
than or equal to 1.0, with the Actions placing the unit into Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0.
Therefore, this change is administrative.

A&07

CTS:
15.03.10.B.01

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04
LCO 3.01.04

1503.10.B01A.01C

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A2

15.03.10.B1.01 A.03.B

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A2

15.03,10.B 01.B.02.B

LCO 3.01.04 COND D RA D.2

The CTS specifies control rod alignment limits are to be fulfilled using the demand and individual
rod position indicators. CTS 15.3.10., 1.b 1 and 2 provides an exception to the use of the
demand and individual rod indicators for determining alignment when the reason for the
misalignment is caused by a malfunctioning position indicator. The proposed ITS LCO 3.1.4 will
continue to require control rod alignment, while ITS LCO 3.1.7 establishes the preferential
means of determining rod position. Based on the restructuring of the ITS with its associated
usage rules, it is no longer necessary to specifically state "except for misalignments caused by
malfunctioning rod position indicators". This change is administrative.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.108.01. B.01

DELETED
LCO 3.01.04

15.03.10.B.01.B.02

LCO 301.04
LCO 3.01.04 COND B
DELETED
LCO 3.01.04
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DOC Number
A.08

A.09

A.10

DOC Text
The CTS specifies that FQ(Z) and FN Delta H are to be verified to be within limits within 72
hours of determining that a control rod is misaligned. The ITS has substituted reference to the
Surveillance Requirements (SR 3.2.1.1, SR 3.2.1.2, and SR 3.2.2.1) which are used to verify
that these limits are met in place of reference to the limitation itself. The specific surveillance
referenced to verify that FQ(Z) and FN Delta H are met have been previously addressed in DOC
L04 of LCO 3.2.1. Reference to the specific Surveillances which verify that the thermal limits
are met is consistent with the format and presentation of NUREG 1431 and is administrative.
CTS:
15.03.10.B.01 .B.01.D

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04 COND B RA B.2.4

15.03.10.B.01 .B.01.E

LCO 3.01 04 COND B RA B.2.5

The CTS specifies Actions for control rods which do not meet their rod drop time which state
that; if the reactor is critical the control rod must be declared untrippable, and if the reactor is
subcritical the reactor must be maintained in a subcritical condition. The proposed ITS, while not
presented in the same fashion, establishes the same Actions. If a control rod is determined to
be outside of its required drop time when the reactor is subcritical, LCO 3.0.4 prohibits entry into
Mode 1 or 2 (reactor critical) because the Actions for an inoperable control rod do not allow
indefinite operation in Modes 1 or 2. If a control rod is determined to be outside of its required
rod drop time with the reactor critical (ITS Modes 1 and 2), The ITS requires that the control rod
be declared inoperable, which ultimately requires the unit to be placed into Mode 2 with Keff less
than 1.0 within six hours, which as discussed in Description of Change A.06 of this LCO is
equivalent to the CTS Action. Accordingly, this change is administrative.
CTS:
15.03 10.H101

ITS:
DELETED

15.03.10.H.01.A

DELETED

15.03.10.H.01..B

DELETED

The CTS states that rod drop timing will be performed for all full length control rods while the ITS
specifies that rod drop timing will be performed for all control rods. The Point Beach design no
longer incorporates partial length control rods; therefore, deletion of this nomenclature does not
alter the testing performed, All control rods will continue to be drop timed.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)

ITS:
DELETED
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DOC Text

DOC Number
A.1 1

A. 12

The CTS requires control rod drop timing to be performed at rated reactor coolant flow. The ITS
will continue this practice, but has changed the phrasing of this prerequisite condition to "all
reactor coolant pumps running". The reactor coolant pumps are verified to provide a minimum of
100% of the required forced circulation through the reactor core by proposed SR 3.4.1.3.
Accordingly, running all reactor coolant pumps is equivalent to the CTS requirement to establish
rated reactor coolant flow
CTS:

ITS:

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)(3)

SR 3.01.04.03

CTS 15.3.10.B. 1 states that control rod must be operable during power and low power operation
which has previously been established to be equivalent to ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater
than or equal to 1.0, as addressed in Description of Change A.6 of this Section. Line item 10 of
CTS Table 15.4.1-2, requires performance of partial control rod movement tests with Note 18
stating that the partial movement testing is not required to be performed if the reactor is
subcritical (ITS Mode 3). ITS SR 3.0-1 establishes the requirement that surveillances must be
met when the LCO is applicable (ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0) which
is equivalent to power and low power operation, making Note 18 unnecessary in the ITS.
Accordingly, the deletion of Note 18 as applied to line item 10 of Table 15.4.1-2 is administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 10 (18)

A. 13

ITS:
DELETED

Note 22 to line item 19 of CTS Table 15.4.1-2, states that shiftly control rod alignment channel
checks are not required during periods of cold shutdown and refueling, but must be performed
prior to reactor criticality if it had not been performed within its previous surveillance interval.
This frequency notation is ambiguous in that it does not provide any specific guidance between
cold shutdown and reactor critical operations. The CTS Mode of Applicability for control rod
operability and alignment has been determined to be equivalent to ITS Mode 1 and 2 with Keff
greater than or equal to 1.0 as stated in Description of Change A.6 of this Section. CTS 15.4.0.1
states that surveillance requirements shall be met when the system or component is required to
be operable. By applying Specification 15.4.0.1 to the "Plant Conditions When Required" as
modified by Note 22, the CTS required mode of performance for this surveillance has been
determined to be equivalent to ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0, ITS SR
30. 1 establishes the requirement that surveillances must be met when the LCO is applicable.
As such, the ITS mode of performance for this surveillance is equivalent to the CTS, making this
change administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19 (22)

DELETED

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

LCO 3.01.04

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A (22)

DELETED

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 ALL

LCO 3.01.04
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DOC Number
A. 14

A. 15

DOC Text
CTS Table 15.4.1-1 line item 19 requires the performance of a channel check for control rods on
a shiftly basis, which has been concluded to be equivalent to the ITS Surveillance Requirements
which verify that the control rods are within their alignment limits. The control rod analog and
demand position indicators do not provide any protective functions. These channels are used
solely for the purpose of verifying that the control rod alignment limits are maintained. A channel
check as discussed in CTS Section 15.4.1 is intended to be a simple observation of instrument
function, which is fulfilled through verification of control rod alignment limits. Performance of the
proposed ITS surveillances while stated to verify operational limits still encompasses an
observation of required channel function while clarifying the intended control rod alignment
check. This change is administrative.
CTS:
15-04-01 T 15.04 01-01 19

ITS:
SR 3.01.04.01

15.04-01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

SR 3,01.04.01

The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section have been completely
replaced by revised Bases that reflect the format and applicable content of PBNP ITS, consistent
with the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431. The revised
Bases are as shown in the PBNP ITS Bases.
CTS:
BASES

ITS:
B 3.01.04
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DOC Number
L.01

L.02

DOC Text
CTS Action 15.3.10.B.1 a. 1 a and b require Shutdown Margin (SDM) to either be, verified to
exceed the applicable value, or to be restored by boration within one hour when a control rod is
found to be untrippable. Similarly, CTS Action 15.3 10.B.1. b.1 .a requires SDM to either be;
verified to exceed the applicable value, or to be restored by boration within one hour when a
control rod is found to be misaligned In the unlikely event of an untrippable or misaligned
control rod with SDM not within limits, the CTS Action to restore SDM via boration within one
hour is not considered to be a viable action. Restoration of SDM would require determination of
the SDM deficit, quantification of the amount of boration required, initiation and completion of the
boration, and a confirmatory sample to conclude that the required RCS boron concentration was
achieved. The proposed ITS will require initiation of boration to restore SDM within one hour.
Relaxing the Required Actions from restoring SDM by boration to the initiation of boration will
require prompt action to be initiated to restore SDM (boration) without requiring entry into the
default Condition and Required Action if restoration of SDM takes in excess of one hour. Entry
into the default Conditions and Required Actions will require the unit to be placed into Mode 3
within six hours. The initiation of a unit shutdown will not restore SDM to within limits; continued
boration is the only appropriate Action for restoration of SDM.
CTS:
15.03.10. B.01.A.01.B

ITS:
LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A. 1.2

15,03.10.B01 .A.03.A

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A.1,2

1503.10.B.01.B01.A

LCO 3.01.04 COND B RA B2.1.2

15.03.10.B.01.B.02.A

LCO 3.01.04 COND D RA D-1.2

The CTS requires rod drop testing to be performed in the hot condition for rods which have had
maintenance performed. The CTS defines the hot shutdown condition as being subcritical by at
least the required Shutdown Margin, with Tavg being greater than 540 degrees. The ITS will
require rod drop testing to be performed prior to reactor criticality with RCS temperature greater
than or equal to 500 degrees. The 40 degree decrease in testing condition will not significantly
alter control rod drop time, in fact rod drop times at reduced temperatures have been shown to
be slightly longer due to increased RCS density. Allowing testing at this slightly reduced
temperature is still representative of operating conditions, while allowing added scheduling
flexibility which was the intent of the CTS
CTS:
15.04-01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)(4)

ITS:
SR 3.01.04.03
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DOC Number
L.03

L.04

DOC Text
The CTS requires rod drop testing to be performed under both hot and cold conditions, with only
the hot drop tests requiring to be timed- Cold drop testing is considered to be a good practice for
verification of control rod trippability prior to plant heat up where rod drop timing is performed,
but is not required by the NUREG. Performance of rod drops in a cold condition could prevent
having to return the plant to a cold condition to enact repairs if a problem were disclosed at a
higher temperature. There are no credible failure mechanisms that would exist solely under cold
conditions nor has there been an occurrence of a control rod failing to trip under cold condition
alone. Satisfactory demonstration of control rod trippability in a hot condition, as proposed, is
sufficient to provide adequate assurance of function prior to entry into the Mode of Applicability
for control rods.
CTS:

ITS:

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)(3)

DELETED

The CTS requires the control rods to be partially moved every two weeks to confirm that the
control rods are not impaired in any fashion that could impact the control rods capability to trip
upon demand. The frequency for performing this test in the ITS is 92 days. Industry experience,
as documented in NUREG 1366, "Improvements to Technical Specification Surveillance
Requirements," has shown the 92 day frequency is sufficient to detect control rod failures which
could impact control rod trippability. Furthermore, the proposed Frequency takes into
consideration other information available to the operator such as individual rod position which is
determined every 12 hours.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15,04.01-02 10

ITS:
SR 3.01.04.02
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L.05

DOC Text
CTS Table 15.4.1-1 footnote 18 requires rod positions to be logged once per hour, after load
changes in excess of 10% power, and after rod motion in excess of 30 steps when the on-line
computer is inoperable. This verification is required in addition to routine verification of analog
rod position and demand position indication which is required once per shift. Actual and
demanded control rod positions are monitored by the on-line computer, which will initiate an
alarm if rod alignment exceeds predetermined limits. However, the on-line computer alarm
function does not provide any safety function nor does it input to any protection circuits. This
alarm merely provides a non-safety means of alerting personnel to a condition which does not
comply with an LCO requirement. Inoperability of the alarm in and of itself does not lead to a
control rod misalignment. Alarm inoperability represents a reduction in monitoring capability for
a condition (control rod misalignment) which rarely occurs. Control rod positions are required to
be routinely verified once every 12 hours by the proposed ITS. Deletion of the increased
surveillance and conditional frequencies (logged once per hour, after load changes in excess of
10% power, and after rod motion in excess of 30 steps with an inoperable alarm) does not
alleviate the responsibility of the licensee to be vigilant of plant conditions and LCO compliance.
Typically, the unit is operated with the control rods well within their associated alignment limits
with significant rod motion made only due to planned evolutions. However, significant rod
motion could be the result of an unplanned evolution such as a large generator load rejection.
Unplanned evolutions of this nature are readily apparent and result in increased monitoring of
affected parameters and significant plant conditions. Rod position and demand position
indicators in combination with routine surveillance verification (every 12 hours) provides
adequate assurance that non-compliance is readily detectable without the need for increased
monitoring. Accordingly, this requirement may be deleted form the Technical Specifications as it
is not required to provide adequate protection of public health and safety.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19 B

ITS:
DELETED

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 NOTE (18)

DELETED
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L.06

DOC Text
The CTS states that control rod drop timing must be performed on rods which had maintenance
performed on them. This provision is no longer necessary in the ITS. ITS SR 3.1.4.3 requires
rod drop testing to be performed to verify control rod operability. Post maintenance testing is
captured through application of SR 30.1 and SR 3.0.2. SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement
that surveillances must be met when the LCO is applicable. Implicit in the application of SR
3.0-1, is the need to ensure that all Surveillance Requirements remain valid upon completion of
maintenance. Following any maintenance, a review of applicable Surveillance Requirements
must be conducted to determine the appropriate post maintenance testing that must be
completed in order to declare the affected equipment operable. This includes ensuring
applicable surveillances are not invalidated by the maintenance performed and their most recent
performance is within its required frequency of performance in accordance with SR 3.0.2. If the
review determines that the maintenance performed could not invalidate the surveillances and the
last performed surveillance was within the required periodicity, then the surveillance would not
be required post maintenance. This is less restrictive than the CTS requirement to perform rod
drop testing following maintenance with no exceptions.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (A)(4)

L.07

ITS:
DELETED

The CTS required frequency for performance of rod alignment verifications is "once per shift",
while the proposed frequency of performance for the ITS is every 12 hours. The nominal Point
Beach shift duration is 8 hours. Therefore this change extends the nominal time between
performances of this surveillance by 4 hours, resulting in a relaxation of the current requirement.
This relaxation is acceptable, because the 12 hour Frequency takes into account other rod
position information that is continuously available to the operator in the control room, so that
during actual rod motion, deviations can immediately be detected.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

ITS:
SR 3.01.04.01

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 S- EACH SHIFT

SR 3-01.04.01
SR 3.01.04.01
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DOC Text
The CTS requires performance of rod worth measurements following each refueling shutdown
prior to power operation. This surveillance has been moved to licensee control. The ITS will
continue to require performance of a reactivity balance prior to entry into Mode 1 (greater than or
equal to 5% power). The reactivity balance is a measure of the predicted versus measured core
reactivity which will provide an indirect qualitative verification of control rod worth. The positive
reactivity inherent in the core design must be balanced by the negative reactivity of the control
components, thermal feedback, neutron leakage, and neutron absorbers. Meeting the
acceptance limits of the reactivity balance provides assurance that Design Basis Accident and
transient analyses remain valid Large reactivity differences would be indicative of unanticipated
changes in fuel and neutron absorbers. Changes in excess of 1% delta K/k must be evaluated
in accordance with the reactivity balance LCO (ITS LCO 3.1.2) to determine that the core is
acceptable for continued operation. The Bases of ITS LCO 3.1.8 list control rod worth as a core
physics test for which the Mode 2 physics testing exception LCO is intended to be used. In
addition, control rod worth is a physics test which is specified in ANSI/ANS 19.6.1-1985, "Reload
Startup Physics Tests for Pressurized Water Reactors," which is used as a basis document for
physics testing at Point Beach The CTS does not specify a specific acceptance criteria nor
does it specify the number of control rods which must be verified during the performance of the
control rod worth test, leaving these variables currently to licensee control. A ten percent margin
has been assumed between the calculated control rod worths and the worth assumed in the
safety analysis. Previous performances of this test have found that the analysis assumptions
relative to predicted ejected rod worth and power peaking factors are consistently
overpredicted. Based on the above, it has been concluded that performance of a reactivity
balance provides sufficient confidence that the assumptions of the safety analysis are
maintained and relocation of the control rod worth tests to licensee control is acceptable based
on the absence of acceptance criteria and the margins that exist. Control of the rod worth
measurement test, will like other core physics tests continue to be controlled in accordance with
10CFR 50&59.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 09 (B)

M.01

ITS:
FSAR
FSAR

The CTS defines control rod operability as trippability. When a control rod fails to step on
demand, the CTS allows up to six hours to determine whether the problem is due to an electrical
problem in the rod control system (control rod still operable-trippable), or a problem exists which
could inhibit the control rods ability to trip in upon demand. The ITS will continue to define
control rod operability based upon its ability to trip upon demand, but delete the CTS provision
allowing up to six hours to determine operability,
CTS:
15.03.10.B.01

ITS:
DELETED
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M02

M.03

DOC Text
CTS 15.3.10 B1 a. 1 and 15.3 10. B.1 .a2 will allow continuous operations with a single
untrippable control rod provided shutdown margin is maintained and the rod insertion limits are
adjusted to account for the reactivity worth of the stuck rod. The proposed ITS will require the
unit to be shutdown whenever one or more control rods are determined to be untrippable.
Deletion of the provision to allow continued operation with a single control rod stuck is more
restrictive than the CTS, consistent with the provisions of NUREG 1431. The proposed
definition of shutdown margin will continue to require the worth of any stuck rod to be
considered. In addition, CTS Actions 15.3.10.B.1 a and 15.3.10.B.l.c have been combined into
one Condition (ITS Condition A) based on the Actions for one or more inoperable control rods
being the same.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10.B 01,A,01A

LCO 3.01.04 COND A

15.03.10.B.01.A.01.C

LCO 3.01.04 COND A RA A.2

15.0310.B01,A.02

DELETED

15.03.10.B.01.A.02.A

DELETED

15.03.10.B01 .A.02.1B

DELETED

15.03.10B,01 .A.02.C

DELETED

The CTS allows continuous operation with a misaligned control rod at power levels not to
exceed 75%, with analysis of hot channel factors and allowable power level required only if
operation above 75% power with a misaligned control rod is desired. The proposed ITS will
restrict operation with a misaligned control rod to less than or equal to 75% power with a
misaligned control rod indefinitely. For continued operation at any power level less than or equal
to 75% power, ITS will require a reevaluation and confirmation of safety analysis results within 5
days of a control rod becoming misaligned. This change is an added restriction on plant
operation being proposed consistent with NUREG 1431.
CTS:
1503 10. B01.B.01.G

ITS:
LCO 3,01.04 COND B RA B.2.6
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M.04

M.05

DOC Text
The CTS 15.3.10.H requires control rod drop time to be verified with RCS temperature greater
than the minimum temperature for criticality. CTS 15.3.1.F establishes the minimum
temperature for criticality as being to the left of the criticality curve presented on the plant heatup
limitations curve (Figure 15.3.1-1). The plant heat up curve criticality limit is based on achieving
a minimum vessel temperature of no lower than 40 degrees above the minimum permissible
temperatures calculated in Appendix G of the ASME Code (360 to approximately 445 degrees
dependent upon RCS pressure). The proposed ITS will require control rod drop time to be
verified with RCS Tavg greater than or equal to 500 degrees. The testing condition proposed is
to simulate a reactor trip under actual conditions from an operating condition. This change is a
more restrictive change, because the CTS would allow testing to be performed as low as 360
degrees in fulfilling this CTS requirement.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10.H.01

SR 3.01.04.03

The CTS requires power to be reduced to less than or equal to 75% power within eight hours if a
control rod is not within its alignment limit. The ITS reduces this time frame to two hours. Two
hours is a reasonable time to either restore a control rod to within its alignment limit or to reduce
reactor power to less than or equal to 75% power. This time frame is consistent with that
contained in NUREG 1431 and is a more restrictive requirement.
CTS:
15.03 10.B 01 -B1.01.

M.06

ITS:
LCO 3,01.04 COND B RA B.2.2

The CTS requires control rods to be periodically tested by "partial movement of all rods". This
test is intended to confirm that the control rods are capable of tripping upon demand. The
proposed ITS will verify freedom of movement by requiring the control rods to be moved a
minimum of at least ten steps in either direction. This imposes an additional acceptance criteria
for control rod freedom of movement which does not exist in the CTS. This change is a more
restrictive change being made consistent with NUREG 1431.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-02 10

ITS:
SR 3.01.04.02
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15.3.10

CONTROL ROD AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

Applicability

L

Applies to the operation of the control rods and to core power distribution limits.

.

Objective
To insure (1) core subcriticality after a rea
(2) a limit on potential reactivi
s rom a
hypothetical rod cluster contro
ly (RCCA) ejection, and (3)
a e core power
distribution durinn
operation.

Specification
A.

B.

SHUTDOWN MARGIN
1.

The shutdown margin shall exceed the applicable value as shown in Figure 15.3.10-2
under all steady-state operating conditions from 350F tofull power. If the shutdown
margin is less than the applicable value of Figure 15-3:lO-2, within 15 minutes initiate
boration to restore the shutdown margin. I < See Leo 3.1.1 > 1

2.

A shutdown margin of at least 1% Ak/ shall be maintained when the reactor coolant
temperature is less than 350 0 F. If the shutdown margin isless than this limit, within
I1.J
f
;.n.fo
1kf1LrtA
#%J
n fn rIoA)
.
.I
Lfl% ol r -vtttt.
Vrnl " arnlit

ROD OPERABILITY AND BANK ALIGNMENT LIMITS

ILeO

3.1.4

m limits

d and
22ower 1

S]demand

Dunn ower
low
oerationrodallpositions
shutdownwithin
an twelve
ontrol rods
be bank
operable,
with and
all individual
indicated
stepsshall
of their
position, except when the bank demand position is <!30 steps or >_215 steps.
In this case, all irndivicinq indica9ted rod nposition., ghall he within ?4 step.- of their bank
demand position

U 244

-SR31

.

PRC"CA doe.. not FP in, Upon da..aed, up to

,,hether tho problem ,,ith

,'tpping

is a14

six

hou.r..

lt,-ricAl1 problem.

ii;a
3Qlo..ed to detewmine
Ifi-he proble,-,-,,m caonnot be

resolved .. ithin i.x hours, the RCCA shall be declared i.perable wuntil it has been
"grified that, ;i A-411 step in4 or would dro.p upon damand.

Sa.
LCO 3.1. 4

d Operability Requirements
,Aor more rods are
Ro
(1)

Cond A

If oneF
actions:

I

determined to be untrippable, perform the following
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IPage

FA
k
LC0 3 . 1.4
PA A.I1. 1x

A.5d

and A. 1. 2

(a)

Within one hour verify that the shutdown margi exceeds the
value w&sh... in.Sapplicable
Figure ..15 3 1 2;.
in i
in

ORprovided

(b)
_,(c)

AND"'7

FA 6

the COLR,

in one hour estore the shutdown margin by boration,
Within six hours be i2ho-t shutdo

LRA A.z2.

Mode 2 with Keff < 1.0
t -4
_,_
It ~sustained power operation w,th an untnippable rod is desired, pertoom

S•
"•

•n~~ifollowing actions:

(a)
~AND

A.1

(3)

th

Wit
ne hour verify that the shutdo
gin exceeds the
applicable
e as shown in Figu
.3.10-2; OR within one
hour restore the s
own
in by boration;

(b)

Within six ho
adjust the ins
of the u ppable rod.

c

If the above actions and associated completion time
met, be in hot shutdown within six hours.

n limits to reflect the worth

RA A. 1. 1,

Within one hour verify that the shutdown margin exceeds the
value as sho.n in Figure 15.3. !-2; OR within one
hour restore the shutdown margin by boration
initiate
action to

A..,adANL:

(b
Within six hours be in hot shutdown.
S•:kA.6]--Mode 3
t
Rod BankA-iynment
Limits
b. Ro Ba
inmentimitsprovided

b.

eno

If more than one rod is determined to be untrippable, perform the
following actions:
(a)

woidte
wihAapplicable

A.2

iate

atino

in the COLR,

A

LCO

Statement/

(1)

Cond B

If it has been determined that one rod is not within alignment limits,
2-anl the ind-ic;atd misal;gm
...

e

no being

,ausodby mal•nt;on;ng

red po iiiatig.a
..... 'dwithi one hour restore the rod to within
lalignment lImits;, OR perform the following actions:
ý
(a)

itacino

provided in

____-

(b)
RB
A
2.2

Within one hour verify that the shutdown margin exceeds
applicable valueas sh-- nin Fin-gure 15.3--- 2-OR within on
in a arestore the shutdown margin by boration;
the COLR,

]O

A.-5

Within'

t hours reduce thermal power to <75 percent of rated
thermal power,
two
M.5
AND

RA B. 2. 1. 1/
B.2.1.2
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SPage

!

RA B 2. 3

tRA B 2.4

RA B

(C)

applicable value
exceeds
margin per
the shutdown
that
Verify
Qi uha:
in Q--1iur
J,513.q0 2once
twelvethehours;
'
L----pr-ovided in the COLR,
AND

(d)

Within 72 hours verify that measured va
i""
AND
perform SR 3.2.1.1

(e)

2.5]

and SR 3.2.1.2

A. 8

Within 72 hourvriyn-mt
perform SR 3.2.2. 1

(f)

Cond C and

RA C. 1

RAB2.6
Re-evaluate

If the above actions and associated completion times are not
met, be in hot shutdown within the following six hours.
emlpw

-

safety

(g)

analyses and confirm
results remain valid for
duration of operation
under these conditions
within 5 days
A(2)

S•perform
d in the COLR,

In order to subsequently increase thermal power ab
ing rod
percent of rated thermal power with
ysis to determine the hot channel
misalignment, perfo
factors
resulting allowable power level in accordance
ithTS 15.3.10.E.

If it has been determined that more than one rod is not within alignment
-•
- ma ,nctioning
limit• and the misalignments arthe following actions:
(a)

Within one hour verify that the shutdown margin exceeds the
applicable va

ho
initiate

AND

action to

(b)
C.

_tie4
.

1.

.

OR within one

restore the shutdown margin by boration;
Cond D and

Be in hot shutdown within six hours.

j

RA D.1.1,
D.1.2,

and

D.2

ROD POSITION INDICATION
NOTE:

"

Separate entry into TS 15.3.10.C.l.a, b, or c is allowed for each inoperable rod
position indicator and each bank of demand position indication.
A. 6
During power operation >10 percent of rated thermal power, the rod position
indication system and the bank demand position indication system shall be operable.
a.

If one or more rod position indicators (RPI) are determined to be inoperable,
perform the following actions:
(1)

Within eight hours verify the position of the rods with inoperable RPIs
by using movable incore detectors;
AND

[< See LCO 3.1.8 _
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M.4D
Tavg greater than or

H.
A. 1

SR 3.1.4.3

RCCA DROP TIMES

equal to 500 degrees
3

I-

With RCS ýemperature greater than the minimum temperature for criticality and with
both reactor coolant pumps running, the drop time of each RCCA shall be no greater
than 2.2 seconds from the loss of stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry.1 M
thnis condition is not met, perform the roowing actions:
a.
b.

If the reactor is critical
e rod untrippable;
OR
e reactor is subcritical, maintain the reactor subcritical.

Basis

S<

See LCOs 3.1.1,

3.1.6, and 3.1.7 >

Insertion Limits and Shutdown Margin
During power operation, the shutdown banks are fully withdrawn, Fully withdrawn is defined as a
bank demand position equal to or greater than 225 steps. Evaluation has shown that positioning
control rods at 225 steps, or greater, has a negligible effect on core power distributions and peaking
factors. Due to the low reactivity worth in this region of the core and•the fact that, at 225 steps,
control rods are only inserted one step into the active fuel region of the core, positioning rods at this
position or higher has minimal effect. This position is varied, based on a predetermined schedule, in
order to minimize wear of the RCCA's from the guide cards.
The control rod insertion limits provide for achieving hot shutdown by reactor trip at any time and
assume the highest worth control rod remains fully withdrawn. A 10% margin in reactivity worth of
the control rods is included to assure meeting the assumptions used in the accident analysis. A
reactor trip occurring during power operation places the reactor into hot shutdown. In addition, the
insertion limits provide a limit on the maximum inserted rod worth in the unlikely event of a
hypothetical rod ejection and provide for acceptable nuclear peaking factors. The specified control
rod insertion limits take into account the effects of fuel densification. The rods are withdrawn in the
sequence of A, B, C, D with overlap between banks. The overlap between successive control banks
is provided to compensate for the low differential rod worth near the top and bottom of the core.
When the insertion limits are observed and the control rod banks are above the solid lines shown on
Figure 15.3.10-1, the shutdown requirement is met. The maximum shutdown margin requirement
occurs at end of core life and is based on the value used in analysis of the hypothetical steam break
accident. Figure 15.3.10-2 shows the shutdown margin equivalent to 2.77% reactivity at end-of-life
with respect to an uncontrolled cooldown. All other accident analyses assume 1%or greater
reactivity shutdown margin. Shutdown margin calculations include the effects of axial power
distribution. The accident analyses assume no change in core poisoning due to xenon, samarium or
soluble boron.
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If the shutdown margin requirements are not met, boration must be initiated promptly. Fifteen
minutes is an adequate period of time for an operator to correctly align and start the required
systems and components. It is assumed that boration will be continued until shutdown margin
requirements are met.
Rod Operability Requirements and Bank Alignment Limits

A1

The operability (e.g. trippability) of the shutdown and control rods is an initial assumption in all
safety analyses that take credit for rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment is
also an initial assumption in the safety analyses that directly affect core power distributions and
assumptions of available shutdown margin. A rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) shall be
considered operable if the RCCA drops upon removal of stationary gripper coil voltage.
Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to become inoperable or to become
misaligned from its group. Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased
power peaking due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution. This will also cause a reduction in
the total available rod worth for reactor shutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and
operability are related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the core design
requirement of a minimum shutdown margin.
From operating experience to date, an RCCA which steps in properly will drop when a trip signal
occurs because the only force acting to drive the rod in is gravity. When it has been determined
that a rod does not drop, the shutdown margin calculation will need to include the worth of the
inoperable control rod. Further experience indicates that control rods which do not step are
usually affected by electrical problems. That is, normally the problem is in the rod control
cabinets.
Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved by their control rod drive
mechanisms (CRDMs). Each CRDM moves its RCCA one step (approximately 5/8 inch) at a
time, but at varying rates (steps per minute) depending on the signal output from the Rod Control
System.
The RCCAs are divided among control banks and shutdown banks. A group consists of two or
more RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs consists
of one or two groups that are moved in staggered fashion, but always within one step of each
other. Each unit has four control banks and two shutdown banks.
When one or more rods are determined to be untrippable, there is a possibility that the required
shutdown margin may be adversely affected. Under these conditions, it is important to determine
the shutdown margin, and if it is less than the required value, initiate boration until the required
shutdown margin is restored. The one-hour time limit is adequate for determining the shutdown
margin and, if necessary, for restoring the shutdown margin by boration. In this situation,
shutdown margin verification must include the worth of the untrippable rod, as well as a rod of
maximum worth.
Unit I - Amendment No. 171
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If the untrippable rods cannot be restored to an operable condition, the plant must be placed in a
condition where the LCO requirements are not applicable. To achieve this status, the unit must
be placed in hot shutdown within six hours. This allows this plant condition to be reached in an
orderly manner, without challenging any plant systems.
Limits on control rod alignment have been established and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits
defined by the design power peaking and shutdown margin limits are preserved.
If the misalignment condition cannot be readily corrected, thermal power will be adjusted so that
hot channel factors are maintained, and so that the requirements on shutdown margin and ejected
rod worth are preserved. Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control rod is
allowed if FQ(Z) and FNAH are verified to be within their limits. When a control rod is
misaligned, the assumptions that are used to determine the rod insertion limits, axial flux
difference limits, and quadrant power tilt limits are not preserved. Therefore, the limits may not
preserve the design peaking factors and FQ(Z) and FN AHmust be verified directly by incore
mapping.
Upon detection of a potential problem concerning one or more rods, a maximum of six hours is
provided for troubleshooting activities. Immediately upon determining that one or more rods is
inoperable, the applicable actions in TS 15.3.10.B shall be performed. If after six hours, an
operability determination has not yet been made, the rod(s) shall be declared inoperable and the
anplicable actions in TS 15.3.10.B shall be performed.
Rod Position Indication

Lco

.

During power operation at greater than ten percent of rated thermal power, the rod position
indication system and the bank demand position indication system are required to be operable.
These systems are required to be operable because the position of rods must be determined in
order to ensure that rod alignment and insertion limits are being satisfied. Rod position accuracy
is essential during power operations. Power peaking, ejected rod worth, or shutdown margin
limits may be violated in the event of a design basis accident with rods operating, undetected,
outside of their required limits.
The various control rod banks (shutdown banks and control banks, A, B, C, and D) are each to be
moved as a bank; that is, with all rods in the bank within one step (5/8 inch) of the bank position.
Direct information on rod position indication is provided by two methods: A digital count of
actuating pulses which shows the demand position of the banks and a linear position indicator
(LVDT) which indicates the actual rod position. The rod position indicator channel has a
demonstrated accuracy of 5% of span (±1 1.5 steps). Therefore, an analysis has been performed
to show that a misalignment of 24 steps cannot cause design hot channel factors to be exceeded.
A single fully misaligned RCCA, that is, an RCCA 230 steps out of alignment with its bank,
does not result in exceeding core limits in steady-state operation at power levels less than or
equal to rated power. In other words, a single dropped RCCA is allowable from a core power
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< See LCOs 3.7.15 and 3.7.16 >
17.

Spent Fuel Pit
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Test

Frequency

a) Boron Concentration

Monthly

1Verification

b) Water Level

Weekly

A. 12

< See LCO 3.4.10 > Everyfive years-p)

12,

Main $team Safety Valves

Set Point < See LCO 3.7.1 >

113,

Containment Isolation Trip

Functionink< See LCO 3.6.3 andahhfief&eligsh tdown

14.

Refueling System Interlocks

Function inj

15,

Service Water System

Function. "

[16,
117.

irmary System Leakage
Diesel Fuel Supply

18.

Deleted

19.

Deleted

Evaiuate

Eeryfive

ears ()

See LCO 3.9.1 > jEach refueling shutdown I
See LCO 3,7,8-> Ieach refueling shutown]

"< See

LCO 3.4.13 >Monthly(e)

Fuel inve ntol< See LCO 3.8.3 > ily
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[30.

Pressurizer Heaters

131.

CVCS Charging Pumps

Perform power distribution maps using movable

<See LCOS: 3.4.16, 3.5.4,
3.7.18, and 3.4.13 >

(2)

incore detector system,
to confirm hot channel
factors IiII.''

Shutdown Margin

Perform shutdown margin

]calculation]

>_

11 cold shutdown. I
or to placing p ant in

ogress

onty
LCSee.C2
.2
LC0 3.2.2>
Daily

.1an
e3 . 1.
C 10 >. .
ian d
< see LCO 3. 1. 1

(2l)

At:
ýSee LCO 3.4.16 >
See LCOs 3.1.1, 3.4.10>
I
equirea only dunng perioct of power operation. I
Q determination will be started when the gross activity analysis of a filtered sample indicates >10liCi/cc
nd will be redetermined if~will all reactor coolant pumps running
*
increase by
L.3

SR 3.1.4.3

(3)

Quar~terly

See LCO 3.39
alarm,•
Verify operability of

Core Power Distribution

(1

k---<SeLO349

Verify operability

•

134.

Qurerly

[haesare availablel

[ 32.
Potential Dilution n
1Alarm
33.
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TABLE 15.4.1-2 (Continued)
Verify that 100 K W of

ICicc.

Drop test shall be conted
ated reactor coolant fib
R
r o co d and hot
gtees '
e Fime
bu ýi!i1'1d
degrees
500
to
.
r
to
o
f r conditionor rods on w
ly ohot
m bthe
s s eIn
(4)
Drop
conducted
or equal
o u t d isa
le wbe ith
es s ibwill
As a cctests
(15)
[ greater than
hutctown.
s
ing
f
retuel
o
pe riods
uirea curing
req
-Not
It(0)
during periods of]
time of 72 hours between samples)
maximum
(with
week
per
(7)
At
least
once
per
week
during
periods
of
refueling
shutdown.
[je
CO
4.16>
times
At least three
S(8)
it hasl
if
200'F
to exceeding
but must be performed prior
>
shutdown,
3.6.3
refueling
or
LCOs~ 3.3.1,
~~~~~
during periods of cold
enpromddrn
Not required
-,See
shutdown.a
[(9)
eid no
z1heitihTt trl
z
last
onrt nr wvq
rvossrelac
r
h
-refueling
-- 1~~~~~~~~~~~
prn cnpr peratinn
-anF) nt91"1thy., w
PFP
'
rn
nf
a minimu
,ter
10 Sample to be taken a

ELcondition,

qtnCath•

Ifor 48 hours or longeil"-

(11)

1.4)

K13)
(14)
(15)

See LCO 3.4.1

b

>

An approximately equal number of valves sha e teste each refueling outage such that all valves will be tested
within a five year period. If any valve fails its tests, an additional number of valves equal to the number originally
tested shall be tested. If any of the additional tested valves fail, all remaining valves shall be tested.
I e specified buses shal oe determined energizec in Me requirea
once per shirt
ectl
.l~tnr
tragfer gwitch nlignrpnt nndl indirntpd ydtq

nn the hnze,[_0H< See Section 3.8 >

Not required if the block valve is shut to isolate a PORV that isservice•
inoperable for reasons other than excessive seat
is in
n
system
io
itigat
m
overpressure
e
t
" enk See LCO 3.4.11 >.
nly applicable wh""
Required to be performed only if conditions will be established, as defined in Specification 15.3.15, where the
PORVs are used for low temperature overpressure protection. The test must be performed prior to establishing thesee1
conditions.

and
Associated 1 Specification
Amendment 176 removed
with Unit
Unit 2 Amendment 180
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j< See LCOs 3.4.11 and 3.4.12

f 13

Pe
9

Test valve operation in accordance with the inservice test requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure :
lVessel Code, Section XI.
Operability of Charging pumps is verified by ensuring tha. the pumps develop the required flowrate, as
[specified by the In-Service Test Program[.
I .....
........
,.
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TABLE 15.4.1-1 (continued)

NO.

CIIANNEL DESCRIPTION

CHECK

CALIBRATE

TEST

PLANT CONDITIONS
WHEN REQUIRED

9.

Steam Generator Flow Mismatch

S(22)

R

Q(M)

ALL

10.

Steam Generator Pressure

S(16)

R

Q(1)

ALL

11.

4KV Bus Undervoltage (AO1 & A02)
-AFW pump actuation
-Reactor Protection actuation

R
R

4KV Bus Underfrequency (AO1 & A02)
-to Reactor Coolant Pump trip

R

< See LCOs: 3.3.1, 3.3.2,J

12.

13.

and 3.3.5>

Safeguards Bus Voltage
-Loss of 4KV
-Degraded 4KV
-Loss of 480V

S
S
S

1..!20 Vac Instrument Buses

W(6)

M(1)
M(1,2)

ALL
ALL

ALL

R
R
R

M
M
M

ALL
ALL
ALL

Reactor Trip Signal From Turbine
-Turbine Autostop
-Turbine Stop Valve

"

M(1)
M(l)

ALL
ALL

16.

Reactor Trip Signal From SI

-.

M(I)

ALL

17,

Feedwater Isolation on SI
-MFP Trip on Safety Injection
-MFRV Shutting on Safety Injection

R
R

ALL
ALL

114.
15.

118.
19.

_
-

Accumulator Level and Pressure

< See LCOs 3.1.6 and 3.1.7>
.
.
Z

R

ALL

<See LCOs; 3.8.9 and
3.8.10 >

-0

See LCO 3.5.1 >

L

Analog Kod 6St on
-with step counters
-Monitoring by On-Line Computier

Replace with Insert 3.1.5-1
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NOTATION USED IN TABLE 15.4. 1-1
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A-Annuall (12 irparnW )
Discussed in LCOs
S- hshift-which notation is
D- Daily
applicable to
W- Weekly
Q- Quarterly
M- Monthly
P- Prior to reactor criticality if not performed during the previous week.
R- Each refueling interval (18 months)
PWR- Power and Low Power Operation, as defined in Specifications 15.1.h. and 15.I.m.
HOT S/D- [Hot Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15. 1.g. 1.
COLD S/D- Cold Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.1.g.2.
REF S/D- Refueling Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.l.g.3.
ALL- All conditions ot operation, as detined in Specitications I

.

< See LCOs; 3.3.1, 3.3.3,
and 3.3.2>

l.g, Ihand i. I
NOTES USED IN TABLE 15.4.1-I

(1)

required during periods of refueling shutdown, but must be performed prior to reactor criticality if it has not been performed during the previous surveitlanie 1
Not
period.

(2)

Tests of the low power trip bistable setpoints which cannot be done during power operations shall be conducted prior to reactor criticality if not done in thei
previous surveillance interval.
<T
CAi in AA 1> t

(3)

Perform test of the isolation valve signal.

(4)

Perform by means of the moveable incore detector system.

(5)

Recalibrate if the absolute difference is 23 percent.

j-F

iT o

See LCO 3.3.2 >
A< See LCO 3.3.1 >

1(6)

-<

'F

Verification of proper breaker alignment and that the 120 Vac instrument buses are energized.

-SeSe(
¢tion 3.8 >

I
'See Section 3.3 >

Source check is required prior to initiation of a release. Source check is an assessment of channel response by exposing the detector to a source of increased radiation•
I
Channel check is required shiftly during a release. If monitor or isolation function is discovered inoperable, discontinue release immediately.
(8)

Verify that the associated rod insertion limit is not being violated at least once per 4 hours whenever the rod insertion limit alarm for a control bank is inoperable.

(9)

Test of Narrow Range Pressure, 3.0 psig, -3.0 psig excluded.

A

I

I
< See LCOs 3.1.6 and 3.1.7>
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3.1.5

<See LCO 3.4.12>

NOTES USED IN TABLE 15.4 1-1 (continued)_
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(10)

When used for the Low Temperature Overpressure System, each PORV shall be demonstrated operable by:
Performance of a channel functional test on the PORV actuation channel, but excluding valve operation, within 31 days prior to entering a condition in which the PORV
a.
is required operable and at least once per 31 days thereafter when the PORV is required operable.

(11)

Performance of a channel functional test is required, excluding valve operation.

(12)

iShiftly check is required when the reactor coolant system is not open to the atmosphere and the reactor coolant system temperature is less than the minimum temperature for the
in-service pressure test as specified in TS Figure 15.3. 1-1.
< See LCO 3.4.12 >I

[(13)

An AFW flow path to each steam generator shall be demonstrated operable, following each cold shutdown of greater than 30 days, prior to entering power operation by verifying
AFW flow to each steam generator.

(14)
(15)

Calibration is to be a verification of response to a source.
Sample gas for calibration at 2% and 6%.

(16)

A check of one pressure channel per steam generator is required whenever the steam generator could be pressurized.

( 7)

Includes test of logic for reactor trip on low-low level, automatic actuation logic for auxiliary feedwater pumps, and test of logic for feedwater isolation on high stean generator
level.

(18)

Rod positions must be logged at least once per hour, after a load h

(19)

The daily heat balance is a gain adjustment performed to match Nuclear Instrumentation System indicated poweir evel with reactor therma output.

(20)

To confirm that hot channel factor limits are being satisfied, the requirements of TS 15.3.10.B must be met.

< See LCO 3.4.11 >

--<See LCO 3.3.3>

]<See LCO3.7.5>
< See LCO 3.43 >

<See _COs 3.3.1 and
13.3.>

1(21)

Check required only when the low temperature overpressure protection system is in operation. -

22

Not re uiredd

(23)

Each train tested at least every 62 days on a staggered basis.

(24)

Neutron detectors excluded from calibration.

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 185
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 189

nopera e.

mput

L.5]
< See LCO 3.3.1 >

S
as no

,

__

u

e fef

een per rme

uring the previous surveillance period.

< See LCOs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 >

<See LCO 3.3.1>
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LCO 3.1.5

CTS INSERT 3.1.5-1

FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.1,4.1

Verify individual indicated rod positions
are within the following alignment limits:

12 hours

± 12 steps of their group step demand
when demand position indication is >
30 steps and < 215 steps; and
± 24 steps of their group step demand
when demand position indication is •
30 steps and > 215 steps,

A

I.

_________________

LPage 13 of 13

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
01

JFD Text
The CTS requires all shutdown and control rods to be within an alignment limit which is based
on demanded control rod position. Between 30 and 215 step of demand, the limit is 12 steps
with the limit becoming 24 steps at less than or equal to 30 and greater than or equal to 215
steps of demand. NUREG 1431 presents the control rod alignment limit as a fixed value of 12
steps for the entire range of demand position. The proposed ITS LCO has been rephrased to
require the control rod alignment to be maintained within limits, with the variable limit specified
in SR 3.1,5.1. Complementary changes have been proposed to the Bases and examples of rod
misalignment within consistent with the requirements. This change is necessary to retain the
variable alignment limit contained in the CTS while maintaining a concise LCO statement.
Variable rod alignment limits are required based on non-linearities that exist in the analog rod
position indication system at Point Beach. The expanded limits for rod alignment at the extreme
ends of control rod demanded position are acceptable based on the relatively low rod worth and
peaking factors in this range.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3,01.04

B 3.01-05

LCO 3.01.04

LCO 301,05

SR 3.01.04.01

SR 3.01.05.01

Page 1 of 5

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
02

JFD Text
The NUREG LCO 3.1.5 specifies the instrumentation necessary for LCO compliance within the
LCO statement, requiring "indicated rod positions". By stating that the LCO requires "indicated
rod position", an inoperable rod position indicator would result in non-compliance with this LCO
statement, even though the Actions contined in ITS LCO 3.1.7 provide appropriate compensitory
Action for the loss of an indicator. This change simplifies the LCO presentation while retaining
the CLB variable rod alignment limits as addressed in Justification for Deviation 1 of this
Section. LCO 3.1.5 ensures control rod alignment is maintained within the limit. The prefered
means of determining indicated rod position is through the use of the rod position indicator
system, however alternate means are addressed in ITS LCO 3,1.7 if a position indicator is
inoperable.
The CTS contains this concept in CTS 15.3. 10.B. 1.b 1 which establishes the Action for a control
rod which has been determined not to be within its alignment limits based on the inoperability of
the position indicator itself. Although the specific instrumentation required for LCO compliance
(i.e. the individual indicated rod position) is deleted from the LCO statement, the ITS will
continue to require that control rods be maintained within their alignment limits in ITS LCO 3.1 4
while establishing the means of determining rod position in ITS LCO 3.1.7. This change is
consistent with the CTS. Changes to the LCO made by TSTF 107, Revision 4, are not
applicable with these proposed changes.

03

ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

LCO 3.01.04

LCO 3.01.05

NUREG 1431 requires verification of steady state FQ (SR 3.2. 1.1) within 72 hours of one control
rod being found to be outside its alignment limits. The ITS will require verification of the steady
state FQ limit (FQC(Z)), and the transient FQ limit (FQW(Z)) within 72 hours of one control rod
being found to be outside its alignment limits. As discussed in Description of Change L.04 of
LCO 3.2.1, the surveillance methodology at Point Beach, by which FQ is determined uses
Relaxed Axial Offset Control. Under this methodology, FQ is approximated using two
independent limits FQC(Z) and FQW(Z), which are verified in Surveillance Requirements SR
3.2.1 .1 and 3.2.1.2 in the proposed ITS. FQC(Z) is the actual measured heat flux at equilibrium
conditions, corrected for measurement and manufacturing tolerances, and FQW(Z) is FQC(Z)
corrected for projected worst case heat flux redistributions. Verification of the steady state limit
alone does not ensure that the transient limit is met. Therefore, adding a requirement to verify
that the transient limit (FQW(Z) - SR 3.2.1.2) is met as well as the steady state limit (FQC(Z)
SR 3.2.1.1) is consistent with verification that the overall FQ limit is maintained as required by
the CTS This implements approved TSTF 314, Revision 0.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

LCO 3.01.04 COND B RA B.2.4

LCO 3.01.05 COND B RA B.2.4

Page 2 of 5

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
04

05

06

07

JFD Text
Brackets have been removed and the appropriate plant specific information has be input.
Appropriate changes made within the Bases text as appropnate.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

SR 3.01.04.03

SR 3.01t05.03

Reference to the General Design Criteria (GDC) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A has been deleted
from the Bases of the Technical Specifications, substituting reference to the appropriate section
of the FSAR which specifies the Point Beach design criteria. Point Beach was constructed and
licensed prior to the GDC being issued. The Point Beach construction permit was issued prior
to the GDCs being issued in 1971. Point Beach was designed and constructed utilizing the
1967 proposed GDCs. Accordingly, reference has been provided to the appropriate criteria and
section of the Point Beach FSAR which provides explanation of Point Beach's design basis. In
addition, References 5 through 7 of the NUREG Bases References Section are not necessary,
as the information which is tied to these references is contained in the same Section of the
FSAR previously stated as Reference 4.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

The Bases for NUREG 1431 contains a generic description of the number of control rod groups
per bank. This description has been replaced with information reflective of the Point Beach
design.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

NUREG 1431 refers to the equipment used to provide individual rod position indication as being
digital, while the equipment installed and used at Point Beach is analog. Accordingly, the
description of the equipment and terminology used in the proposed ITS has been alter to reflect
Point Beach's design.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

Page 3 of 5

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
08

09

JFD Text
NUREG LCO 3.1.5 requires all control rods to be operable and within their alignment limits.
Control rod alignment is verified by SR 3.1.5.1, while operability is defined by SR 3.1.5.2 and
SR 3.1.5.3 which verify control rod freedom of movement (trippability) and control rod drop
time. NUREG 1431 contains Conditions and Required Actions to address control rod
untrippability and misalignment, but does not contain a Condition to address rod drop times that
are out of limits. While rod drop timing is required to be performed prior to the reactor being
made critical, it is not inconceivable that a control rod could be found to be outside of its rod
drop time with the reactor critical, for which there is no Condition specified. Condition A has
been rewritten to be applied to inoperable control rods so that it will encompass both untrippable
control rods and control rods with excessive drop times. This change has been made to assure
that shutdown margin is verified in addition to requiring a timely plant shutdown, as application
of ITS LCO 3.0.3 alone would not require verification of shutdown margin and correction of
shutdown margin if required. Complementary Bases changes have been made to reflect this
change. These changes are consistent with approved TSTF 107, Revision 4.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05

The Mode of Applicability for the Rod Group Alignment Limits in NUREG 1431 is Modes 1 and
2, and the associated Required Actions place the unit in Mode 3. The Mode of Applicability for
the Rod Group Alignment Limits has been revised to be applicable in Modes 1 and 2 when Keff
is greater than or equal to 1.0. Rod Group Alignment limits are established to maintain
acceptable power distribution and to add negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor upon
receipt of a reactor trip signal. Power distribution is only of concern when the reactor is at
power (Keff greater than or equal to 1.0) which is consistent with the Mode of Applicability
specified for the proposed Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits. Prior to reactor criticality, Shutdown
margin is addressed in ITS LCO 3,1.1, which is applicable in Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0 and
Modes 3, 4, and 5. Accordingly, the safety basis for Rod Group Alignment limits is Modes 1 and
2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0, which is consistent with the current Technical
Specification Mode of Applicability contained in Specification 15.3.10. B. 1. Specification
15.3. 10. B. 1 is applicable during power and low power operation, which by the CTS would be
anytime the reactor is critical. ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1 0 is
therefore equivalent to the CTS requirement. The associated Required Actions has been
revised based upon the proposed Applicability to place the unit into Mode 2 with Keff less than
1.0. Corresponding changes to the Bases have been proposed to support these revised
changes.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3,01.05

LCO 3.01.04 COND A

LCO 3.01.05 COND A

Page 4 of 5

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
10

JFD Text
Point Beach uses the related axial offset methodology for determining compliance with the FQ
heat flux hot channel factor. As such, reference to FQ has been revised to reflect FQW(Z) and
FQC(Z) as stipulated in ITS LCO 3.21. This change is consistent with approved TSTF 314,
Revision 0.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.04

B 3.01.05
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3.v1.eTT'3
(Approved TST=F136D

3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.5•Rod

LCO

Group Alignment Limits

3.1

rol rods shall be OPERABLE, with a-"
.
t.p. of th;ir
'od positions within 12

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1 and 2.

MODE 1,
MODE 2 with Kef

1.0.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

One or more rod(s)
er
u

COMPLETION TIME

A. 1.1
//OR

Verify SDM 4
! ]
/k

I hour

A.1.2

Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

I hour

Finoerab~le

MODE 2 with Keff < 1A0.
AND

B.

One rod not within
alignment limits.

A.2

Be in

6 hours

B.1

Restore rod to within
alignment limits.

1 hour

Verify SDM

1 hour

OR

B.2.1.1

I•FI>

1

~ .

OR

(continued)
to be within the limits provided
in the COLR

[Approved TSTF 9
WOG STS

3.1-8

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3 1.
[Approved TSTrF 136l

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
B.

(continued)

B.2.1.2 Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

COMPLETION TIME
1 hour

AND
B,2 2

1WER
Reduce THERMAL PO
to < 75% RTP.

2 hours

AND

B.2e3

SDM
I•Verify
[1ýý.64% A"k]k

Once per
12 hours

AND
Perform SR 3.2.1.1.

72 hours

Perform SR 3.2.2.1.

72 hours

B.2.6

Re-evaluate safety
analyses and confirm
results remain valid
for duration of
operation under these
conditions.

5 days

C.1

Be in

6 hours

B.2.4

-I-

and SR 3.2.1.2

I

AND
B.2.5
AND

C.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

MODE 2 with Kff < 1.0.

9

(continued)

WOG STS

3.1-9

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3. 1
[Approved TSTýF:1:36
ACTIONS

(continued)

D.

More than
one rod not
withinlmt
alignment

to be within the limits provided
in the COLR

COMPLETION TIME

REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
D.1.1

Verify
SDM 4[.]

1 hour

D.1.2

Initiate boration to

1 hour

44O Alk-kk

restore required SDM
to within limit.

Approved TSTF 9AND

D.2

6 hours

Be in

MODE 2 with Kef

< 1.0.

ý--M
.I

SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.1
Once :-.ithin

thereafter .!hnr

monitcr i:

(continued)

WOG STS

3.1-10

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3.1.E
[Approved TSTF 136

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SR

3.1.

.2

(continued)

Verify rod freedom of movement
(trippability) by moving each rod not fully
inserted in the core Ž 10 steps in either
direction.

92 days

Verify rod drop time of each rod. fr om the
fully withdrawn position, is
_<•)2.
seconds from the beginning of decay
77-'tionary
gripper coil voltage to
dashpot entry, with:
a.
Tavq Ž 500°F: and
b.
All reactor coolant pumps operating.

Prior to

reactor
criticality
after each
removal of the
reactor head

1

[Approved TSTFF136

WOG STS

3.1-11

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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LCO 3.1.5 Inserts

Insert 3.1.5-01
Verify individual rod positions are within the following
alignment limits:
a.

± 12 steps of demanded position when demand position
indication is > 30 steps and < 215 steps: and

b.

± 24 steps of demanded position when demand position
indication is < 30 steps and Ž 215 steps.

Rod Group Alignment Limits

B 3.1.
Approved TSTF 136
B 3.1

4

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5

Rod Group Alignment Limits
•

BASES

The OPERABILITY (I

BACKGROUND

FSAR Section 3.2. Reactor
Design, FSAR Section
1-3.5. Reactivity Control

t'

trippabil1 ity) of the shutdown and

control rods is an initial assumption in all safety analyses
that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip.
Maximum rod
misalignment is an initial assumption in the safety analysis
that directly affects core power distributions and
assumptions of available SDM.
(
3
avpproved
TSTF 331
The applicable criteria for these reactivity
and power
m
ca
distribution design requirements are
eactivity Control Systemy
d
o tr
nGDC
r0. "Reactor Deskin
in(tRe
a nd 10 CFR 50.a46e
dirtedction
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Wr ruleat
AprvdiTht

shutdowno
erere
PowerPants"(Ref..or

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control ýod to
become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.
P-Eý
rod inoperability or misalignment may cause

(Approved TSTF 331

]

increased power peaking. due to the asymmetric reactivity
distribution and a reduction in the total available rod
worth Tor reactor shutdown.
,heretore.
on
od
alignment and OPERABILITY are related to core operation in
design power peaking limits and the core design requirement
of a minimum SDM.
Limits on
a
rod alignment have been established, and
all rod positions are monitored and controlled during power
operation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and
SDM limits are preserved.
Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are
by their control rod drive mechanisms ( CRDMs).
Each
moves its RCCA one step (approximately 5/8 inch) at
but at varying rates (steps per minute) depending on
signal output from the Rod Control System.

moved
CRDM
a time,
the

The RCCAs are divided among control banks and shutdown
banks.
Each bank may be further subdivided into two groups
to provide for precise reactivity control.
A group consists

WOG STS

B 3.10-1
Approved TSTF 136

4
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Rod Group Alignment Limits

B 3.1.1?
Approved TSTF 136

BASES

B

BACKGROUND (Continued)
rA
-bank
Sstep
ofelectrically
RCCAs consists
f
of twosimultaneously.
or more RCCAs that
are
parallel
ed to
ahiwys
within one
ae four control banks and

that are moved in a staggered
step of eacih otlr

Doat

T
A bank of RCCAs may

sutdown

banks.

:onsist of one or two

The shutdown banks are maintained either in the fully

When a bank
roups.
cconsists of two groups,
tthe groups are moved in a
staggered fashion, but
Ilways within one step of
each other. Control banks
and C and shutdown bank A
consist
of twogroluans
two groups each
siecon
Band D
rnd shutdown bank B consist

The control banks are
inserted or fully withdrawn position.
moved in an overlap pattern, using the following withdrawal
sequence.
When control bank A reaches a predetermined
height in the core. control bank B begins to move out with
control bank A. Control bank A stops at the position of
maximum withdrawal. and control bank B continues to move
out.
When control bank B reaches a predetermined height,
control bank C begins to move out with control bank B. This
sequence continues until control banks A, B. and C are at
the fully withdrawn position. and control bank D is
approximately halfway withdrawn,
The insertion sequence is
the opposite of the withdrawal sequence.
The control rods
are arranged in a radially symmetric pattern, so that
control bank motion does not introduce radial asymmetries in
the core power distributions.

f a single group.

The axial position of shutdown rods and contr ol rods is
indicated by two separate and independent systems, which are
the Bank Demand Position indication S stem (commonly called
group step counters) and the
(•PI) System.
7

S~and

i

od Position Indication

The Bank Demand Position Indication Syste m counts the pulses
from the rod control system that moves the rods.
There is
one step counter for each group of rods.
Individual rods in
a group all receive the same signal to move and should,
therefore, all be at the same position indicated by the
group step counter for that group,
The Bank Demand Position
Indication System is considered highly precise (±
I step or
± 5/8 inch).
If a rod does not move one step for each
demand pulse, the step counter will still
count the pulse
incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.

'I System provides a highly accurate indication of

WOG STS

B 3.1
Approved TSTF 136
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3..•

BASES

[Approved TSTF 136

BACKGROUND (Continued)
with a center to center distance of 3.75 inches, which is
six steps.
To increase the reliability of the syste
e
inductive coils are connected alternately to dat
ystem A
or B. Thus, if one system fails, the DRPI
1 go on half
accuracy with an effective coil spacigf
7.5 inches, which
Replace with Insert B
is 12 steps.
Therefore, the nor
indication accuracy of
3.1.5-1
1 the DRPI System is ± 6 step
± 3.75 inches), and the
maximum uncertainty is
2 steps (± 7.5 inches).
With an
indicated deviatin
f 12 steps between the group step
counter and D
the maximum deviation between actual rod
positio
1d the demand position could be 24 steps, or
15 "

es.

--

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

-

-

Control rod misalignment ccidents are analyzed in the
safety analysis (Ref.
The acceptance criteria for
addressing control rod inoperability or misalignment are
that:

0.

a.

There be no violations of
1.
2.

b.

specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
integrity: and

The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

Two types of misalignment are distinguished.
During
movement of a control rod group, one rod may stop moving,
while the other rods in the group continue, This condition
may cause excessive power peaking.
The second type of
misalignment occurs if one rod fails to insert upon a
reactor trip and remains stuck fully withdrawn.
This
condition requires an evaluation to determine that
sufficient reactivity worth is held in the control rods to
meet the SDM requirement. with the maximum worth rod stuck
fully withdrawn.
Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static rod
misalignment (Ref. 4).
With control banks at their
insertion limits, one type of analysis considers the case
when any one rod is completely inserted into the core.
The
second type of analysis considers the case of a completely

WOG STS

B 3-10-3
Approved TSTF 136

4
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Rod Group Alignment Limits

B 3.1.
Approved TSTF 136

BASES

4

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES (continued)
withdrawn single rod from a bank inserted to its insertion
limit.
Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling
ratio in both of these cases bounds the situation when a rod
is misaligned from its group by 12 steps.
Another type of misalignment occurs if one RCCA fails to
insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn.
This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum
worth RCCA also fully withdrawn (Ref.
The Required Actions in this LCD ensure tha t either
or
corrected local
limits sowill
the will
alignment
deviations
POWER
be adjusted
thatbe excessive
that THERMALfrom
F(Z)
factrs
and Fw(Z)

1linear heat rates ( LHRs ) w!Ill not occur , and that the
requirements on SDM and ejected rod worth are preserved.
Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control|
rod is allowed if the heat flux hot channel fac

and the nuclear enthalpy hot channel factor ( F.) are
verified to be within their limits in the COLR and the
When a control
safety analysis is verified to remain valid.
rod is misaligned, the assumptions that are used to
determine the rod insertion limits, AFD limits, and quadrant
Therefore, the limits
limits are not preserved.
power tilt
and
may not preserve the design peaking factors, and ý
F,, must be verified directly by incore mapping.
Bases
Section 3.2 (Power Distribution Limits) contains more
complete discussions of the relation of
and F. to the

operating limits.

F~c(IZ)

Shutdown and control rod OPERABILITY and alignment are ;
directly related to power distributions and SDM, which are
Therefore
initial conditions assumed in safety analyses.
they satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement,

The limits on shutdown or control rod alignments ensure that
the aqijmptinnr in the safety analysis will remain valid.

LCO
rol rod
8

LCO

The requirements on'OPERABILITY ensure that upon reactor
the assumed reactivity will be available and will be
itriD.

requirements also ensure that the

inPrtpd4(The LrT
rt B 3.1.5-2

WOG STS

B 3.1
Approved TSTF 136
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Rod Group Alignment Limits

B 3. 1.0

Approved TSTF 136

BASES

4

LCO (continued)
RCCAs and banks maintain the correct power distribution and
rod alignment.
The requirement to maintain t he rod alignment to within plus
or minus 12 steps is conservative.
The minimum misalignment
assumed in safety analysis is 24 steps (15 inches). and in
some cases a total misalignment from fully withdrawn to
fully inserted is assumed.
Failure to meet the requirements
of this LCO may produce unacceptable power peaking factors
and LHRs, or unacceptable SDMs, all of which may constitute
initial conditions inconsistent with the safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY
MODE 2 with Keff 2 1.0.

MODE 2 with Keff <
1.0. and

The requirements on RCCA OPERABILITY and alignment are
applicable in MODES 1 and
ecause these are the only MODES
iwhc7 neu ron (or fission) power is generated. and the
OPERABILITY (i.e., trippability) and alignment of rods have
the potential to affect the safety of the plant.
In
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, the alignment limits do not apply
because the Icontro
e
n
ne
cor is
shut down and not producing fission power.
In the shutdown
MODES. the OPERABILITY of the shutdown and control rods has
the potential to affect the required SDM, but this effect
can be compensated for by an increase in the boron
See LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN
concentration of the RCS.
aand
E 3,4
and
for SDM in
-•T-•]F'
""CO3.9.1,
"Boron ýConcentration,"- for boron concentratin
with
w Ke ff < I1.0,!a'no
MOEH -2
requirements during refueling.
(SD

"--

--

--- Ap_ oved TSTF 136
ACTIONS

I

A.1.1 and A.1.2

inoperable

T

When one or more rods arel
r-'
-alei,
there is a
possibility that the required SDM may be adversely affected.
Under these conditions. it is important to determine the
SDM. and if it is less than the required value, initiate
boration until the required SDM is recovered.
The
Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate for determining SDM
and, if necessary, for initiating emergency boration and
restoring SDM.
In this situation, SDM verification must include the worth

WOG STS

B 3.10-5
Approved TSTF 136

4
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B 3.1.

Approved TSTF 136

BASES
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ACTIONS (continued)
of the untrippable rod,
A.2

as well as a rod of maximum worth.

inoperable

cannot be restored to OPERABLE
If the Irod(s)
status, the plant must be brought to a MODE or condition in
To achjeA•
which the LCO requirements are not applicable.
this status, the unit must be brought to at least
within 6 hours.
9
MODE 2 with Keff < •0
The allowed Completion Time is reas
based on
3 rom full power
operating experience, for reaching
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

B.1
When a rod becomes misaligned, it can usually be moved and
is still trippable.
If the rod can be realigned within the
Completion Time of I hour, local xenon redistribution during
this short interval will not be significant, and operation
may proceed without further restriction.
An alternative to realigning a single misaligned RCCA to the
group average position is to align the remainder of the
group to the position of the misaligned RCCA.
However, this
must be done without violating the bank seq
nv~rl.n
..
and insertion limits specified i1 LCO 3. 1.1W
"Shutdown=BankL
Insertion Limits," and LCO 3 1.
"Control Bank Insertion
Limits." The Completion Time of I hour gives the operator
sufficient time to adjust the rod positions in an orderly
manner.
Approved TSTF 136
B.2.1.1 and B.2.1.2
With a misaligned rod, SDM must be verified to be within
limit or boration must be initiated to restore SDM to within
limit.
In many cases, realigning the remainder of the group to the
misaligned rod may not be desirable,
For example,
realigning control bank B to a rod that is misaligned
WOG STS

B 3. 1.0-6
Approved TSTF 136

4
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B 3.1.1ý
BASES

Approved TSTF 136
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ACTIONS (continued)

"25

steps from the top of the core would require a
significant power reduction.

since control bank D must be
moved fully in and control bank C must be moved in to
approximately 100 to 115 steps.
Power operation may continue with one RCCAAtrI•-t]
misaligned, provided that SDM is verified within 1 hour.
The Completion Time of I hour represents the time necessary
for determining the actual unit SDM and, if necessary,
aligning and starting the necessary systems and components
to initiate boration.

B.22.,

B.2.3.

B.2 4.

B.2.5,

and B.2.6

For continued operation with a misaligned rod, RTP must be
reduced. SDM must periodically be verified within limits,
hot channel factors
F
)and
F&,) must ,be verified within
limits, and the safety analyses must be re-evaluated to
confirm continued operation is permissible.
Reduction of power to 75% RTP ensures that local LHR
increases due to a misaligned RCCA will not cause the core
The Completion
design criteria to be exceeded (Ref.
Time of 2 hours gives the operator sufficient
ime o
accomplish an orderly power reduction without challenging
the Reactor Protection System.
When a rod is known to be misaligned, there is a potential
to impact the SDM.
Since the core conditions can change
with time, periodic verification of SDM is required.
A
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient to ensure this
requirement continues to be met.

F•(Z,

E

Verifying that'F
and Fm' are within the required limits
ensures that current operation at 75% RTP with a rod
misaligned is not resulting in power distributions that may
invalidate safety analysis assumptions at full power.
The
Completion Time of 72 hours allows sufficient time to obtain
flux maps of the core power distribution using the incore
flux mapping system and to calculate F
and F•.

Once current conditions have been verified acceptable, time

WOG STS

B 331.0-7
Approved TSTF 136
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B

Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.36
BASES

(Approved TSTF 136

4

ACTIONS (continued)
Approved TSTF 331

is available to perform evaluations of accident analysis to
determine that core limits will not be exceed ed during a
Design Basis Event for the duration of operation under these
conditions.-h- A Completion Time of 5 days is sufficient time
to obtain the required input data and to perform the
analysis.
[pproved
A
TSTF 15
]
[1.1 and
i•2

Insert 3.1.5-3

More than one control rod becoming misaligned from its group
average position is not expected, and has the potential to
reduce SDM.
Therefore, SDM must be evaluated.
One hour
allows the operator adequate time to determine SDM.
Restoration of the required SDM, if necessary, requires
increasing the RCS boron concentration to provide negative
reactivity, as described in the Bases of LCO 3-1.1.
The
required Completion Time of I hour for initiating boration
is reasonable, based on the time required for potential
xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident
occurring, and the steps required to complete the action.
This allows the operator sufficient time to align the
required valves and start the boric acid pumps.
Boration
will continue until the required SDM is restored.
0F•I
A•
pproved TSTF 15
]

If more than one rod is found to b e misaligned or becomes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions
fall outside of the accident analysis assumptions.
Since
automatic bank sequencing would continue to cause
misalignment, the unit must be brought to a MODE or
Condition in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least
ithin
6 hours.

Approved TSTF 15

I

MODE 2 with Keeff < 1.

9

The allowed Completion Time is reasona e based on
operating experience, for reaching
from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

When Required Actions cannot be completed within their
Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE or
WOG STS

BA3.v1.

(Approved TSTF 1364

8
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
B 3.1.ý
BASES
ACTIONS
Conlition in which the LCO
uirements are not applicable.
To ýchieve this status, the unTmust be brought to a t least
within 6 hours, which obvi es concerns about the
development of undesirable xenon or p er distributions.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours
reasonable, based
on operating experience, for reaching Qrom
full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging the
plant systems.
pproved TSTF 1364
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Approved
TSTF 110

SR

3.1.01

Verification that individual rod positions are within
alignment limits at a Frequency of 12 hours provides a
history that allows the operator to detect a rod that is
beginning to deviate from its expected p o
sition.
if te11
equency of
.
position deviation monitor is i
1 :" e same goal.
The specified Frequency
takes into account other roo position information that is
continuously available to the operator in the control room.
so that during actual rod motion, deviations can immediately
be detected.

[Approved TSTF 136

SR

3.1.

Verifying each control rod is OPERABLE would req i re that
each rod be tripped.
However, in MODES 1 and 2. tripping
each control rod would result in radial or axial power
tilts,
or oscillations.
Exercising each individual control
rod every 92 days provides increased confidence that all
rods continue to be OPERABLE without exceeding the alignment
limit, even if they are not regularly tripped.
Moving each
control rod by 10 steps will not cause radial or axial power
tilts,
or oscillations, to occur.
The 92 day Frequency
takes into consideration other information available to the
operator in the control room and SR 3.r.01. which is
performed more frequently and adds to the determination of
OPERABILITY of the rods.
Between required performances of
ýK 3..02 (determination of control rod OPERABILITY by
movement), if a control rod(s) is discovered to be

immovable, but remains trippableaý
rod(s)

is

considered to be OPERABLE.

WOG STS

B 3
Approved TSTF 136

•1-9
4

gnet,7he control
At any time,

if

EJ

a
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Rod Group Alignment Limits

Approved TSTF 136

BASES

B

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Approved TSTF 136
''5R1

control rod(s) is immovable, a determination of the
trippability (OPERABILITY) of the control r od(s) must be
made. and appropriate action taken.
4

1.03
Verification of rod drop times allows the operator to
determine that the maximum rod drop time permitted is
consistent with the assumed rod drop time used in the safety
analysis.
Measuring rod drop times prior to reactor
criticality, after reactor vessel head removal, ensures that
the reactor internals and rod drive mechanism will not
interfere with rod motion or rod drop time, and that no
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect control rod motion or drop time. This
testing is performed with all RCPs operating and the average
moderator temperature - 500°F to simulate a reactor trip
under actual conditions,
This Surveillance is performed during a plant outage , due to
the plant conditions needed to perform the SR and the
potential for an unplanned plant transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.

REFERENCES

1.
2

3.

Appendix A.7

10 CFR,
-::ýý4

1

1.FSAR.Sectio 3.2.

ý6

2.FSAR.

. -

FSAR,

4.

FSAR,

b.

LSIAK,

chapter Lit

6.

FSAR,

C

7.

SAR,

Chapter

WOG STS

1.3.5.

0e

[15].
[15].

B 3.1-110
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LCO 3.1.5 BASES INSERTS

Insert 3.1.5-1:
The RPI is a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)
consisting of primary and secondary coils stacked alternately
on a support tube with the control rod drive shaft acting as
the core of the transformer.
The primary and secondary coils
are series connected with the primary coil supplied with AC
power from a constant current source. The position of the
control rod drive shaft changes the primary to secondary coil
magnetic coupling resulting in a variable secondary voltage
which is proportional to the position of the drive shaft
The RPI channel has an indication accuracy of
(control rod).
5% of span (11,5 steps) therefore, the maximum deviation
between actual and demanded indication could be 24 steps or
approximately 15 inches.
Because the rod position indicator
system may have a 12 step error when a misalignment of 24 steps is
occurring, the Specification allows only an indicated misalignment
of 12 steps between 30 and 2!5 steps, When the bank demand
position is greater than or equal to 215 steps, or. less than or
equal to 30 steps, the consequences of a misalignment are much less
severe. The differential worth of an individual RCCA is less, and
the resultant perturbation on power distributions is less than when
the bank is in its high differential worth region, At the top and
bottom of the core. an indicated 24 step misalignment may be
representing an actual misalignment of 36 steps.

Insert 3.1.5-2:
The control rod OPERABILITY requirement is satisfied provided
the control rod will fully insert within the required rod drop
time assumed in the safety analysis. Control rod malfunctions
that result in the inability to rmve a control rod (e.g. lift
coil and rod control system logic failures), but do not impact
the control rod trippability, do not result in control rod
inoperability.
Insert 3.1.5-3:

4

•

4

14R

The accident analyses presented in the FSAR Chapter 1 (Ref.
) that may be adversely affected will be evaluated o ensure
that the analyses results remain valid for the duration of
continued operation under these conditions.

No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
A

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation- The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative. As such, there is
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of
safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.01

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change will relax the Technical Specification Required Actions requiring
initiation of boration versus restoration of SDM. While SDM is assumed in various analyses,
failing to meet the SDM limit is not an accident precursor. The proposed change does not
involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or components, changes in
parameters governing normal plant operation, or methods of operation. Accordingly, there
will be no significant change in the probability of accidents previously evaluated. The
additional time allowed for this change to enact restoration actions does not represent an
increase in the consequences of accidents previously evaluated, as the plant condition during
this extended period is the same as those which are currently allowed for a finite period
before requiring a unit shutdown, and a unit shutdown in itself will not directly restore SDM.
Accordingly, the consequences are not increased as a result of this change.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation. Therefore, the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
Relative to an untrippable control rod, the ITS requires the unit to be placed into Mode 3
within six hours, where as the CTS could have allowed continued operation with a single
untrippable control rod. Multiple misaligned control rods, will also require the unit to be
placed into Mode 3 within six hours- By requiring a unit shutdown, in parallel with the
initiation of boration to restore SDM, all the appropriate actions necessary to place the unit
into a safe condition continue to be required. Relative to single control rod misalignment, all
analyses are performed assuming maximum control rod misalignment. Allowing more
realistic action for restoration of SDM will continue to be enveloped by the accident analyses.
Accordingly, the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.02

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change relaxes the specified testing conditions for the performance of rod drop
timing tests from 540 degrees to 500 degrees. The purpose of specifying a minimum
temperature for rod drop timing is to establish test conditions representative of an operating
reactor. The probability of an accident is not increased by this change as the testing
conditions are independent of event probabilities. The test conditions specified are still
representative operating conditions. The establishment of this condition will continue to
provide adequate assurance of component operability. In providing this assurance, the
consequences of analyzed events have not been significantly increased.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed). Testing parameters specified are still representative of
plant conditions expected during operation. The proposed conditions will still provide
adequate assurance of continued operability, while not establishing any new or unique failure
modes. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The control rods will continue to be tested under conditions representative of operating
conditions. The minimum temperature for testing, while lower than currently allowed, will
result in more conservative measured times, as rod drop times are longer at reduced
temperatures due to increased coolant density. Therefore, while establishing increased
testing flexibility, the proposed change will not result in a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.03

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The Technical Specifications will continue to require testing to verify control rod operability.
The performance of control rod drop timing with the reactor coolant temperature greater than
500 degrees has been demonstrated to be sufficient to verify control rod operability. There
are no credible failure mechanisms that would exist solely under cold conditions during rod
drop testing nor has there been an occurrence of a control rod failing to trip under cold
conditions alone. Accordingly, the proposed change does not significantly increase the
probability or consequences of accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will still provide for testing under conditions representative
of reactor operation, and will continue to provide assurance of control rod operability. Thus,
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The testing conditions retained in the Technical Specifications for rod drop testing are
adequate to provide sufficient assurance of rod operability. Cold drop testing is a good
practice for verification of control rod trippability prior to plant heat up where rod drop timing is
performed. There are no credible failure mechanisms that would exist solely under cold
conditions nor has there been an occurrence of a control rod failing to trip under cold
conditions alone. Satisfactory demonstration of control rod trippability in a hot condition is
sufficient to provide adequate assurance of function prior to entry into the Mode of
Applicability for control rods- Based on the above, this change does not represent a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.04

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
Relaxing the frequency of performance for a surveillance does not result in any hardware
changes, nor does it significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any
analyzed events since the function of the equipment has remained unchanged. The
proposed frequency has been determined to be adequate based on industry operating data
as supported by the conclusions reached in NUREG 1366. Surveillance tests are intended to
provide assurance of continued component operability. The frequency of performance of a
surveillance does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident as a change in
frequency does not change the response of the equipment in performing its specified function.
2- Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will still ensure compliance with the limiting condition for
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The increased surveillance interval is acceptable based on the industry data that has
concluded that the likelihood of active equipment failure is low. The most probable failure
mechanisms occur during refueling operations, for which testing is required by the Technical
Specifications prior to entry into the Mode of Applicability. The likelihood of an undetectable
failure is not significant based on data obtained during routine and non-routine evolutions.
This information includes control rod position which is required to be verified every 12 hours
by the Technical Specifications and monitoring of rod position changes in response to power
changes. Based on the above, it has been concluded that this change does not represent a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.05

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change involves deletion of a non-routine surveillance from the Technical
Specifications which is based on the inoperability of a non-safety related alarm. The rod
alignment limit alarm (initiated by the on-line computer) does not provide any safety function
nor does it input to any protection circuits. Inoperability of the alarm in and of itself does not
lead to a control rod misalignment. Alarm inoperability represents a reduction in monitoring
capability for a condition (actual control rod misalignment) which rarely occurs. The on-line
computer alarm merely provides a non-safety means of alerting personnel to a condition
which does not comply with an LCO requirement. Control rod alignment limits are required to
be routinely verified once every 12 hours by the proposed ITS. Deletion of the increased
surveillance and conditional frequencies (logged once per hour, after load changes in excess
of 10% power, and after rod motion in excess of 30 steps with an inoperable alarm) does not
alleviate the responsibility of the license to be vigilant of plant conditions and LCO
compliance. The inoperability and increased surveillance frequency are not linked to any
accident precursors, and accordingly have no impact on the probability of events. The on
line computer (rod alignment limit alarm) is not assumed to function in the mitigation of any
event, nor is the increased surveillance interval assumed. Accordingly the consequences of
previously evaluated accidents are also unaffected. Therefore, this change does not involve
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. LCO compliance is still required. This change deletes non-routine surveillances
based on other means which readily alert personnel to the potential of an LCO non
compliance. The proposed change will not impose any different operational configurations.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed changes do not alter any assumed conditions or limitation in any previously
evaluated accidents. Therefore the margin of safety is unaffected by this change.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L 06

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined that it does not represent a significant
hazards consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of a
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change continues to ensure that rod drop times remain within limits. The
capability of control rods to drop in response to a trip signal is not a factor in determining the
probability of an accident. The capability of the control rods to drop in response to a valid trip
signal is a factor in determining the consequences of the accident. The proposed
Specifications require that all applicable surveillances be met in order to consider the control
rods operable. One of the surveillances verifies the control rods ability to drop into the core
within required time limits. As the Specifications continue to provide assurance that the
control rods will drop within time limits as required by the analyses, the consequences of an
accident previously evaluated are not increased
2- Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change, in conjunction the Technical Specification requirement that all
applicable Surveillances be met in order to consider the control rods operable, ensures
operation within the bounds of the existing analyses. No new systems or equipment are
being installed, nor is the operation of existing equipment or systems altered by this change.
Therefore, this change cannot create a new or different kind of accident form any accident
previously evaluated.
3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change does not alter the acceptance limits for rod drop testing. Technical
Specifications continue to require operability of the control rods and ensure that the
applicable Surveillance is adequate and performed at a periodicity necessary to provide
assurance of operability. Rod drop testing will still be required following all maintenance that
could affect rod drop times. Therefore, operation in accordance with the proposed change
does not result in a reduction of a margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L 07

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, changes in parameters governing normal plant operation, or methods of
operation. The proposed change extends the surveillance frequency for rod alignment
verifications from "each shift" (nominally 8 hours) to 12 hours. This relaxation is acceptable,
because the 12 hour Frequency takes into account other rod position information that is
continuously available to the operator in the control room, so that during actual rod motion,
deviations can immediately be detected Therefore, this change does not increase the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation or alter the method of normal plant
operation. Therefore, the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
There are no margins of safety related to safety analyses that are dependent upon the
proposed change. The requirements will continue to assure that limiting conditions for the
rod alignment verifications are properly maintained- Therefore, this change does not involve
a reduction in a margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
LA

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to the Bases,
FSAR, or other plant controlled documents. The Bases and FSAR will be maintained using
the provisions of 10 CFR 50 59 In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 provisions, the Technical
Specifications Bases are subject to the change process in the Administrative Controls
Chapter of the ITS, Plant procedures and other plant controlled documents are subject to
controls imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations
and standards. Changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents will be
evaluated in accordance with the requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0
of the ITS, 10 CFR 50.59, or plant administrative processes. Therefore, no increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and adequate
control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be moved from the Technical
Specifications to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents are as they currently
exist. Future changes to the requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled
documents will be evaluated in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, the
Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS, or the applicable plant process and no
reduction in a margin of safety will be allowed.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.05
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
M

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change provides more restrictive requirements for operation of the facility.
These more stringent requirements do not result in operation that will increase the probability
of initiating an analyzed event and do not alter the assumptions relative to the mitigation of an
accident or transient event. These more restrictive requirements continue to ensure process
variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent with the safety
analyses. Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, these
changes are consistent with assumptions made in the safety analysis. Thus, this change
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The imposition of more restrictive requirements either has no affect on or increases the
margin of safety. Each change is providing additional restrictions to enhance plant safety.
These changes are consistent with the safety analysis. Therefore, this change does not
involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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Rod Group Alignment Limits
3-1-4

3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.4

LCO

Rod Group Alignment Limits

3.1,4

All shutdown and control rods shall be OPERABLE.
individual rod positions within limits.

APPLICABILITY

with

MODE I,
MODE 2 with kff > 1.0.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

A.

One or more rod(s)
inoperable,

A.!11

COMPLETION TIME

Verify SDM to be
within the limits
provided in the COLR.

I hour

Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit

1 hour

A.2

Be in MODE 2 with keff
<i.0.

6 hours

B.1

Restore rod to within

1 hour

OR
A.1.2

AND

B.

One rod not within
alignment

limits,

alignment limits.
OR
B.2.1.1 Verify SDM to be
within the limits
provided in the COLR.

1 hour

OR
(continued)

POINT BEACH

3.1.4-1

DRAFT REV. A

Rod Group Alignment Limits
3.1.4

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
B. (continued)

B 2 1.2 Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

COMPLETION TIME
I hour

AND
B.2.2

Reduce THERMAL POWER
to _<75% RTP.

2 hours

Verify SDM to be
within the limits
provided in the COLR.

Once per
12 hours

Perform SR 3.2.1.1
and SR 3.2.1.2,

72 hours

AND
B.2 3

AND
B.2.4

AND

72 hours
B 2.5

Perform SR 3.2.2.1.

AND

C.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition B
not met.

B 2 6

Re-evaluate safety
analyses and confirm
results remain valid
for duration of
operation under these
conditions.

5 days

C.1

Be in MODE 2 with kff
< 1.0.

6 hours
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REQUIRLD ACTION

CONDITION
D.

More than one rod not
within alignment
limit,

D.1.1

COMPLETION TIME

Verify SDM to be
within the limits
provided in the COLR.

I hour

initiate boration to
restore required SDM
to within limit.

1 hour

Be in MODE 2 with k~ff
<10

6 hours

OR
D.1.2

AND
D,2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR

SR

3.1.4.1

3.1.4.2

Verify individual rod positions are within
the following alignment limits:
a.

± 12 steps of demanded position when
demand position indication is > 30
steps and - 215 steps. and

b.

± 24 steps of demanded position when
demand position indication is < 30
steps and Ž 215 steps.

Verify rod freedom of movement
(trippability) by moving each rod not fully
inserted in the core > 10 steps in either
direction.

12 hours

92 days

(continued)
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(continued)
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR

3.1.4.3

POINT BEACH

Verify rod drop time of each rod, from the
2
seconds
fully withdrawn position, is
from the beginning of decay of stationary
gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry,
with:
500 0 F; and
Tv,
a.
bAll reactor coolant pumps operating.

3.1.4-4

Prior to
reactor
criticality
after each
removal of the
reactor head
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B 3.1
B 3.1.4

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
Rod Group Alignment Limits

BASES

BACKGROUND

The OPERABILITY (i.e-, trippability) of the shutdown and
control rods is an initial assumption in all safety analyses
that assume rod inserti'on upon reactor trip,
Maximum rod
misalignment is an initial assumption in the safety analysis
that directly affects core power distributions and
assumptions of available SOM.
The applicable criteria for these reactivity and power
distribution des gn requirements are FSAR Section 3.2, Reactor
Design. FSAR Section 1.3.5, Reactivity Control (Ref. 1 and 2),
and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants"
(Ref. 3).
Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control or
shutdown rod to become inoperable or to become misaligned
from its group. Rod inoperability or misalignment may cause
increased power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity
distribution and a reduction in the total available rod
worth for reactor shutdown.
Therefore, rod alignment and
OPERABILITY are related to core operation in design power
peaking limits and the core design requirement of a minimum
SDM.
Limits on rod alignment have been established, and all rod
positions are monitored and controlled during power
operation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and
SDM limits are preserved.
Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are
by their control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs),
Each
moves its RCCA one step (approximately 5/8 inch) at
but at varying rates (steps per minute) depending on
signal output from the Rod Control System.

moved
CRDM
a time,
the

The RCCAs are divided among control banks and shutdown banks.
Each bank may be further subdivided into two groups to provide
for precise reactivity control.
A group consists of two or more
RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to step simultaneously.
A
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(Continued)
bank of RCCAs may consist of one or two groups.
When a bank
consists of two groups. the groups are moved in a staggered
fashion, but always within one step of each other. Control banks
A and C and shutdown bank A consist of two groups each while
control banks B and D and shutdown bank B consist of a single
group.
The shutdown banks are maintained either in the fully
inserted or fully withdrawn position, The control banks are
moved in an overlap pattern, using the following withdrawal
sequence:
When control bank A reaches a predetermined
height in the core, control bank B begins to move out with
control bank A. Control bank A stops at the position of
maximum withdrawal. and control bank B continues to move
out.
When control bank B reaches a predetermined height,
control bank C negins to move out with control bank B. This
sequence continues until control banks A, B, and C are at
the fully withdrawn poltion, and control bank D is
approximately halfway withdrawn,
The insertion sequence is
the opposite of the withdrawal sequence.
The control rods
are arranged in a radially symmetric pattern, so that
control bank motion does not introduce radial asymmetries in
the core power distributions
The axial position of shutdown rods and control rods is
indicated by two separate and independent systems. which are
the Bank Demand Position Indication System (commonly called
group step counters) and the Rod Position Indication (RPI)
System.
The Bank Demand Position indiicaon System counts the pulses
from the rod control system that moves the rods.
There is
one step counter for each group of rods.
Individual rods in
a group all receive the same signal to move and should.
therefore, all be at the same position indicated by the
group step counter for that group.
The Bank Demand Position
Indication System is considered highly precise (+ 1 step or
± 5/8 inch).
If a rod does not move one step for each
demand pulse, the step counter will still
count the pulse
and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.
The RPI System provides a highly accurate indication of
actual rod position. but at a lower precision than the step
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(Continued)
counters. The RPI is a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) consisting of primary and secondary coils
stacked alternately on a support tube with the control rod
drive shaft acting as the core of the transformer.
The
primary and secondary coils are series connected with the
primary coil supplied with AC power from a constant current
source.
The position of the control rod drive shaft changes
the primary to secondary coil magnetic coupling resulting in
a variable secondary voltage which is proportional to the
position of the drive shaft (control rod).
The RPI channel
has an indication accuracy of 5% of span (11.5 steps)
therefore, the maximum deviation between actual and demanded
indication could be 24 steps or approximately 15 inches.

Because the rod position indicator system may have a 12 step
error when a misaiignment of 24 steps is occurring, the
Specification allows only an indicated misalignment of 12 steps
between 30 and 215 steps
When the bank demand position is
greater than or equal to 215 steps, or, less than or equal to 30
steps, the consequences of a misalignment are much less severe.
The differential worth of an individual RCCA is less, and the
resultant perturbation on power distributions is less than when
the bank is in its high differential worth region. At the top
and bottom of the core, an indicated 24 step misalignment may be
representing an actual misalignment of 36 steps.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

Control rod misalignment accidents are analyzed in the
safety analysis (Ref. 4).
The acceptance criteria for
addressing control rod inoperability or misalignment are
that:
a.

There be no violations of:
1.
2.

b.

specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary
integrity, and

The core remains subcritical after accident transients.

Two types of misalignment are distinguished.
During
movement of a control rod group, one rod may stop moving,
while the other rods in the group continue. This condition
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(continued)

may cause excessive power peaking.
The second type of
misalignment occurs if one rod fails to insert upon a
reactor trip and remains stuck fully withdrawn.
This
condition requires an evaluation to determine that
sufficient reactivity worth is held in the control rods to
meet the SDM requirement. with the maximum worth rod stuck
fully withdrawn.
Two types of analysis are performed in regard to static rod
misalignment (Ref. 4).
With control banks at their
insertion limits, one type of analysis considers the case
when any one rod is completely inserted into the core.
The
second type of analysis considers the case of a completely
withdrawn single rod from a bank inserted to its insertion
limit.
Satisfying limits on departure from nucleate boiling
ratio in both of these cases bounds the situation when a rod
is misaligned from its group by 12 steps,
Another type of misalignment occurs if one RCCA fails to
insert upon a reactor trip and remains stuck fully
withdrawn.
This condition is assumed in the evaluation to
determine that the required SDM is met with the maximum
4)
worth RCCA also fully withdrawn (Ref.
The Required Actions in this LCO ensure that either
deviations from the alignment limits will be corrected or
that THERMAL POWER will be adjusted so that excessive local
linear heat rates (LHRs) will not occur, and that the
requirements on SDM and ejected rod worth are preserved.
Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned control
rod is allowed if the heat flux hot channel factors F '(Z)
and F3(Z) and the nuclear enthalpy hot channel factor ( F)
are verified to be within their limits in the COLR and the
safety analysis is verifie to remain validWhen a control
rod is misaligned, the assumptions that are used to
determine the rod insertion limits, AFD limits, and quadrant
Therefore, the limits
limits are not preserved.
power tilt
may not preserve the design peaking factors. and F 1(Z), Fw
(Z), and F, must be verified directly by incore mapping.
Bases Section 3.2 (Power Distribution Limits) contains more
complete discussions of the relation of F c(Z), Fw(Z), and F'
to the operating limits.
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(continued)

Shutdown and control rod OPERABILITY and alignment are
directly related to power distributions and SDM, which are
initial conditions assumed in safety analyses.
Therefore
they satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

The limits on shutdown or control rod alignments ensure that
the assumptions in the safety analysis will remain valid.
The requirements on control rod OPERABILITY ensure that upon
reactor trip, the assumed reactivity will be available and
will be inserted. The control rod OPERABILITY requirement is
satisfied provided the control rod will fully insert within
the required rod drop time assumed in the safety analysis,
Control rod malfunctions that result in the inability to
move a control rod (e g. lift coil and rod control system
logic failures), but do not impact the control rod
trippability, do not result in control rod inoperability.
The LCO requirements also ensure that the RCCAs and banks
maintain the correct power distribution and rod alignment.
The requirement to maintain the rod alignment to within plus
or minus 12 steps is conservative.
The minimum misalignment
assumed in safety analysis is 24 steps (15 inches), and in
some cases a total misalignment from fully withdrawn to
fully inserted is assumed,
Failure to meet the requirements
of this LCO may produce unacceptable power peaking factors
and LHRs. or unacceptable SDMs, all of which may constitute
initial conditions inconsistent with the safety analysis.

APPLICABILITY

POINT BEACH

The requirements on RCCA OPERABILITY and alignment are
applicable in MODES I and 2 with ker Ž 1.0 because these are
the only MODES in which neutron (or fission) power is
generated, and the OPERABILITY (i.e
trippability) and
alignment of rods have the potential to affect the safety of
the plant.
In MODE 2 with kf < 1.0 and MODES 3, 4, 5,
and 6, the alignment limits do not apply because the reactor
is shut down and not producing fission power.
In the
shutdown MODES, the OPERABILITY of the shutdown and control
rods has the potential to affect the required SDM, but this
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(continued)
effect can be compensated for by an increase in the boron
concentration of the RCS.
See LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM)" for SDM in MODE 2 with k~ff < 1.0, and MODES 3. 4.
and 5 and LCO 3.9.1, "Boron Concentration," for boron
concentration requirements during refueling.

ACTIONS

A.1-1 and A.1.2
When one or more rods are inoperable, there is a possib ility
that the required SDM may be adversely affected. Under these
conditions, it is important to determine the SDM, and if it
is less than the required value, initiate boration until the
required SDM is recovered.
The Completion Time of 1 hour is
adequate for determining SDM and, if necessary. for
initiating emergency boration and restoring SDM.
In this situation. SDM verification must include the worth
of the untrippable rodu
as well as a rod of maximum worth.
A.2
If the inoperable rod(s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, the plant must be brought to a MODE or condition in
which the [CO requirements are not applicable.
To achieve
this status. the unit must be brought to at least MODE 2
with k"f < 1.0 within 6 hours.
The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching MODE 2 with k.ff < 1.0
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems,
B.1
When a rod becomes misaligned, it can usually be moved and
is still
trippabie.
if the rod can be realigned within the
Completion Time of 1 hour, local xenon redistribution during
this short interval will not be significant. and operation
may proceed without further restriction.
An alternative to realigning a single misaligned RCCA to the
group average position is to align the remainder of the
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group to the position of the misaligned RCCA.
However, this
must be done without violating the bank sequence, overlap.
and insertion limits specified in LCO 3-1.5, "Shutdown Bank
Insertion Limits," and LCO 3.1.6, "Control Bank Insertion
Limits."
The Completion Time of 1 hour gives the operator
sufficient time to adjust the rod positions in an orderly
manner.
B.2.1.1 and B.? 1.2
With a misaligned rod. SDM must be verified to be within
limit or boration must be initiated to restore SDM to within
limit.
In many cases, realigning the remainder of the group to the
misaligned rod may not be desirable.
For example.
realigning control bank B to a rod that is misaligned
25 steps from the top of the core would require a
significant power reduction, since control bank D must be
moved fully in and control bank C must be moved in to
approximately 100 to 115 steps
Power operation may continue with one RCCA misaligned,
provided that SDM is verified within 1 hour.
The Completion
Time of 1 hour represents the time necessary for determining
the actual unit SDM and. if necessary, aligning and starting
the necessary sys-Lems and components to initiate boration.
B.2.2,

B.2.3.

B.2,4, B-2.5. and B.2.6

For continued operation with a misaligned rod, RTP must be
reduced, SDM must periodically be verified within limits,
not channel factors (Fc(Z). F,(ZL and
,) must be verified
within limits, and the safety analyses must be re-evaluated
to confirm continued operation is permissible.
Reduction of power to 75% RTP ensures that local LHR
increases due to a misaligned RCCA will not cause the core
design criteria to be exceeded (Ref,
4).
The Completion
Time of 2 hours gives the operator sufficient time to
accomplish an orderly power reduction without challenging
the Reactor Protection System.
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When a rod is known to be misaligned, there is a potential
to impact the SDM.
Since the core conditions can change
with time, periodic verification of SDM is required.
A
Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient to ensure this
requirement continues to be met.

Verifying that F'(7) ,

117)

SF ), and Ek4are within the required
limits ensures that current operation at 75% RTP with a rod
misaligned is not resulting in power distributions that may
invalidate safety analysis assumptions at full power.
The
Completion Time of 72 hours allows sufficient time t o obtain
flux maps of the core power distribution using the incore
flux mapping system and to calculate F -(Z), F#(Z). and F.
Once current conditions have been verified acceptable, time
is available to perform evaluations of accident analysis to
determine that core limits will not be exceeded during a
Design Basis Event for the duration of operation under these
conditions.
The accident analyses presented in the FSAR
Chapter 14 (Ref. 4) that may be adversely affected will be
evaluated to ensure that the analysis results remain valid
for the duration of continued operation under these
conditions.
A Completion Time of 5 days is sufficient time
to obtain the required input data and to perform the
analysis.
C-1
When Required Actions cannot be completed within their
Completion Time, the unit must be brought to a MODE or
Condition in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least
MODE 2 with keff < 1.0 within 6 hours, which obviates
concerns about the development of undesirable xenon or power
distributions.
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is
reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching
MODE 2 with kff < 1.0 from full power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging the plant systems.
D.1.1 and D.1.2
More than one control rod becoming misaligned from its group
average position is not expected. and has the potential to
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reduce SDM.
Therefore. SDM must be evaluated.
One hour
allows the operator adequate time to determine SDM.
Restoration of the required SDM, if necessary, requires
increasing the RCS boron concentration to provide negative
reactivity, as described in the Bases of LCO 3-1.1.
The
required Completion Time of 1 hour for initiating boration
is reasonable, based on the time required for potential
xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident
occurring, and the steps required to complete the action.
This allows the operator sufficient time to align the
required valves and start the boric acid pumps,
Boration
will continue until the required SDM is restored.
D.2
If more than one rod is found to be misaligned or becomes
misaligned because of bank movement, the unit conditions
fall outside of the accident analysis assumptions.
Since
automatic bank sequencing would continue to cause
misalignment, the unit must be brought to a MODE or
Condition in which the LCO requirements are not applicable.
To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least
MODE 2 with keff < 1.0 within 6 hours.
The allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, for reaching MODE 2 with kff < 1.0
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.
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SR

3 1.4.1

Verification that individual rod positions are within
alignment limits at a Frequency of 12 hours provides a
history that allows the operator to detect a rod that is
beginning to deviate from its expected position. The
specified Frequency takes into account other rod position
information that is continuously available to the operator
in the control room, so that during actual rod motion.
deviations can immediately be detected.
SR

3.1.4.2

Verifying each control rod is OPERABLE would require that
each rod be tripped- However, in MODES 1 and 2 with keff
1.0, tripping each control rod would result in radial or
axial power tilts, or osciliations,
Exercising each
individual control rod every 92 days provides increased
confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE without
exceeding the alignment limit, even if they are not
regularly tripped
Moving each control rod by 10 steps will
not cause radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations, to
occur. The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration other
information available to the operator in the control room
and SR 3.1.4-1, which is performed more frequently and adds
to the determination of OPERABILITY of the rods.
Between
required performances of SR 3.1.4.2 (determination of
control rod OPERABILITY by movement), if a control rod(s) is
discovered to be immovable, but remains trippable, the
control rod(s) is considered to be OPERABLE.
At any time,
if a control rod(s) is immovable. a determination of the
trippability (OPERABILITY) of the control rod(s) must be
made, and appropriate action taken.
SR

3.1,4.3

Verification of rod drop times allows the oper ator to
determine that the maximum rod drop time permitted is
consistent with the assumed rod drop time used in the safety
analysis. Measuring rod drop times prior to reactor
criticality, after reactor vessel head removal, ensures that
the reactor internals and rod drive mechanism will not
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interfere with rod motion or rod drop time, and that no
degradation in these systems has occurred that would
adversely affect control rod motion or drop time. This
testing is performed with all RCP- operating and the average
moderator temperature Ž 50 0 0F to simulate a reactor trip
under actual conditions.
This Surveillance is performed during a plant outage, due to
the plant conditions needed to perform the SR and the
potential for an unplanned plant transient if the
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.
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DOC Number
A.01

A.02

DOC Text
In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e.,
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10
15.03.10.D.01

LCO 3.01,05
LCO 3. 01.05

15.03.10,D.01.a
15.03.10.D.01 .b

LCO 3.01 .05 COND A
LCO 3.01.05 COND A RA A2

15.03.10.D.01 .c

LCO 3.01.05 COND B
LCO 3.01.05 COND B RA B.1

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

SR 301.05.01
SR 3.01.05.01

CTS 15.3.10.D.1 states that whenever the reactor is critical that the shutdown banks must be
fully withdrawn. This establishes an applicability of reactor critical for this requirement. The
proposed ITS for Point Beach specifies an applicability of Modes 1 and 2 when Keff is greater
than or equal to 1.0. Accordingly, the applicability for this requirement has remainded the same.
Line item 19 of table 15.4.1-1, requires a channel check to be performed for the rod position
indicators on a shiftly frequency in "all" plant conditions. Table 15.4.1-1 defines "all" plant
conditions through reference to Specification 15.1.g, h, and m, which are; 1] Shutdown ( Hot,
Cold, Refueling, and Shutdown Margin), 2] Power Operations (greater than 2% power), and 3]
Low Power Operation (less than or equal to 2% power). As such, defining the applicability of
this surveillance in the terms specified in Specification 15. 1.g, h, and m are vague and non
prescriptive. Specification 15.4.0.1 states that surveillance requirements shall be met during all
times that the system or component is required to be operable. Through applying Specification
154ý0.1, the applicability of CTS line item 19 of Table 15.4.1-1 would be when the reactor is
critical, which is consistent with the safety basis for the Specification. As such, the applicability
of the proposed ITS Surveillance Requirement is equivalent to the CTS, making this change
administrative.
CTS:
15.03,10.D.01

ITS:
LCO 3.01 05

15,04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19
15.04V01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 ALL

SR 301.05.01
SR 3.01.05.01
SR 3-01-05.01
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
A.03

DOC Text
The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section have been completely
replaced by revised Bases that reflect the format and applicable content of PBNP ITS, consistent
with the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431. The revised
Bases are as shown in the PBNP ITS Bases,
CTS:
BASES

A.04

A.05

ITS:
B 3.01.05

Note 22 to line item 19 of CTS Table 15-4.1-2 states that shiftly control rod insertion limit channel
checks are not required during periods of cold shutdown and refueling, but must be performed
prior to reactor criticality if it had not been performed within its previous surveillance interval.
This frequency notation is ambiguous in that it does not provide any specific guidance between
cold shutdown and reactor critical operations. CTS Specification 15.4.0.1 states that
surveillance requirements shall be met when the system or component is required to be
operable. The CTS Mode of Applicability for control rod insertion limits has been determined to
be equivalent to ITS Mode 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0 which has been
established as the ITS Mode of Applicability as stated in Description of Change A.2 of this LCO.
By applying Specification 15.4.0.1, the CTS required mode of performance for this surveillance
has been determined to be equivalent to ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to
1.0. ITS SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that surveillances must be met when the LCO is
applicable. As such, the ITS mode of performance for this surveillance is equivalent to the CTS,
making this change administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19 (22)

ITS:
SR 3.01.05.01

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19,A (22)

SR 3.01.05.01

CTS Table 15.4.1-1 line item 19 requires the performance of a channel check for control rods on
a shiftly basis, which has been concluded to be equivalent to the ITS Surveillance Requirements
which verify that the shutdown banks are within their insertion limits. The control rod analog and
demand position indicators do not provide any protective functions. These channels are used
solely for the purpose of verifying that the shutdown bank insertion limits are maintained. A
channel check as discussed in CTS Section 15.4.1 is intended to be a simple observation of
instrument function, which is fulfilled through verification of these operational parameters.
Performance of the proposed ITS surveillances while stated to verify operational limits still
encompasses an observation of required channel function and clarifies the intended check. This
change is administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

ITS:
SR 3,01.05.01

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

SR 3.01.05.01
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
A.06

DOC Text
The CTS provides an introductory statement (Applicability) which simply states which
systems/components are addressed within a given section. This same information while worded
differently is contained within the title of each ITS LCO. Accordingly, this change is a change in
format with no change in technical requirement
CTS:
15.03.10 APPL

A.07

The CTS provides an introductory statement (Objective) at the beginning of this Section of the
Technical Specifications which provide a brief summary of the purpose for this Section. This
information is contained in the Bases Section of the ITS. This information does not establish any
regulatory requirements for the systems and components addressed within this Section.
Accordingly, deletion of this information does not alter any requirement set forth in the Technical
Specifications. This change is administrative and consistent with the format and presentation for
the ITS as provided in NUREG 1431.
CTS:
15.03.10 OBJ

A.08

ITS:
LCO 3.01.05

ITS:
B 3.01 .05

CTS 15.3.10,A.1 and 2 requires Shutdown Margin (SDM) to be maintained whenever the reactor
coolant temperature is less than 350 degrees (15.3 10.A.2) and from 350 degrees to full power
(15.3110.A. 1). The requirement to maintain SDM within limits has been moved to several LCOs
within the ITS. During critical operation (Mode 1 and Mode 2 with Keff greater than or equal to
1.0), SDM is assured through the maintenance of rod insertion limits in ITS LCO 3.1.5 and
3.1.6, while in Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0, and Modes 3, 4, and 5, SDM is assured through
the application of ITS LCO 3.1.1. Accordingly, while presented in a different fashion than CTS,
the requirement to maintain SDM has been retained in the ITS, making this change
administrative.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10.A.01

LCO 3.01.05
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
L.01

DOC Text
CTS 15.3.10,A.1 requires Shutdown Margin (SDM) to be maintained within limits, with an Action
of initiation of boration to restore SDM within 15 minutes, if this limitation is not met. In addition,
CTS Action 15.3.10.D.1 a requires Shutdown Margin (SDM) to either be verified to exceed its
required value or to be restored by boration within one hour when one or more shutdown bank(s)
are found to not be fully withdrawn. Shutdown banks are withdrawn and left in position during
reactor critical operation, except during performance of the periodic freedom of movement tests.
During performance of this test, the shutdown bank can be readily returned to its required
position within the one hour time limit. However, in the unlikely event of a shutdown bank being
found outside of its rod insertion limit with SDM not met, the CTS Action to initiate boration within
15 minutes and restore SDM via boration within one hour is not considered to be a viable action.
Restoration of SDM would require determination of the SDM deficit, quantification of the amount
of boration required, initiation and completion of the boration, and a confirmatory sample to
conclude that the required RCS boron concentration was achieved.
The proposed ITS will require either verification that SDM is within limits or initiation of boration
to restore SDM within one hour. Relaxing the Required Actions to the initiation of boration will
allow actions to be initiated to restore SDM (boration if necessary) while increasing available
focus to restoring the shutdown bank to its required position, restoring compliance with the LCO
and SDM. The CTS and the ITS both require restoration of shutdown bank insertion limits within
two hours, which establishes a bounding limit for operation with an insertion limit not met. As
such, the maximum time that SDM could be not met is an additional one hour before the
initiation of a plant shutdown. The additional one hour allowance is considered acceptable
based on the increased focus that will be available to the most appropriate action, which is
restoration of the shutdown bank insertion limit.
CTS:
15.03.10.A.01
15.03.10.D.01.a

ITS:
LCO 3.01.05 COND A RA A 1.2
LCO 3.01.05 COND A RA A. 1.2
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
L.02

DOC Text
CTS 15.3.10. D. 1 requires the shutdown banks to be fully withdrawn whenever the reactor is
critical. Line item 10 of CTS Table 15.4.1-2 requires the control rods to be tested for freedom of
movement once every two weeks. The control rod freedom of movement test involves moving
several control rods slightly below their rod insertion limits, resulting in entry into the CTS Action
which requires the control rods to be returned to their required positions within two hours. The
duration that rods are below their insertion limits during the performance of this test is minimal
(less than approximately 15 minutes) in comparison to the current two hour restoration time
ITS LCO 3.1.5 is modified by a note which allows the Shutdown Bank Insertion Limit LCO to not
be considered applicable during performance of the periodic control rod freedom of movement
test. This change is not intended to change the method of surveillance testing but rather reduce
the administrative burden associated with tracking entry into and closure of Technical
Specification Required Actions when performing routine required Technical Specification
Surveillance tests. Elimination of the above referenced administrative burden is a relaxation of
current requirements, which is acceptable based on the fact that control rods are typically
exercised over a range of travel where the integral rod/bank worth is low, thereby having minimal
affect on power distribution and required shutdown margin. Reducing the administrative burden
associated with routine testing will allow increased focus on issues of higher safety significance.

L.03

CTS:

ITS:

NEW

LCO 3.01.05 NOTE

CTS Table 15.4 1-1, surveillance frequency S, "each shift", is proposed to become "every 12
hours", in ITS. The nominal Point Beach shift duration is 8 hours. Therefore this change
extends the nominal time between performances of these surveillances by 4 hours, resulting in a
relaxation of the current requirement. This is acceptable based on other less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays associated with the
LCO required channels, and the low probability of equipment malfunction during the additional
(nominal 4 hour) time interval. Proposed ITS SR 3.1.5.1 establishes an acceptable periodicity
for verification of that all rods are meet the rod insertion limits. The shutdown banks are
manually repositioned by the operator, thus there is no credible means for the shutdown banks
to inadvertently violate the insertion limit absent a readily detectable system failure. The
operators will be knowledgeable of any change in rod insertion; thus the increased frequency of
verification failure of a rod insertion limit alarm is not necessary to ensure the limits are met.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04,01-01 19

ITS:
SR 3.01.05.01

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 S - EACH SHIFT

SR 3.01,05.01
SR 3.01.05.01
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
DOC Number
LA.01

DOC Text
CTS 15.310 D contains a requirement to maintain Shutdown Margin within limits (defined in
Figure 15.3.10-1) and a requirement to maintain the shutdown banks fully withdrawn (defined as
being greater than 225 steps) in addition to referencing the specific Shutdown Margin Limit
(SDM) which must be restored if the insertion limits are violated. Rod insertion limits are
established primarily to maintain the required SDM which is a cycle specific variable. The SDM
limits have been moved to the Core Operating Limits Report. SDM, and control and shutdown
rod insertion limits, can be adequately controlled outside of the Technical Specifications since
these limitations are calculated using an approved methodology which is ultimately controlled via
the methodology's inclusion in the Administrative Control Section of the ITS. Specific Reporting
Requirements to notify the NRC when changes are made to the COLR have been proposed
consistent with NUREG 1431 and NRC Generic Letter 88-16. This change represents a
relaxation of existing requirements. The limits associated with this specification are not
required to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and safety, since the
ITS will still retain a requirement to maintain compliance with the limitation. Changes to the
limits will be controlled in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the level of
safety is unaffected by the change
CTS:
15.03.10 F 15.03.10-01
1503.10,A.01

ITS:
COLR
COLR

15.03,10.D.01.a

LCO 3.01.05 COND A RA A.1.1
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Spec 3.1.6

Page 1 of 9

15.3.10

CONTROL ROD AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

Applicability
Applies to the operation of the control rods and to core power distribution limits.]

07

Objective

To insure (1) core subcriticality after a reactor trip, (2) a limit on potential reactivity insertions
from a hypothetical rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) ejection, and (3) an acceptable core
power distribution during power operation.

2.

B.

A shutdown margin of at least 1% AkIk shall be maintained when the reactor
coolant temperature is less than 350 0 F. If the shutdown margin is less than this
limit, within 15 minutes initiate boration to restore the shutdown margin.

ROD OPERABILITY AND BANK ALIGNMENT LIMITS
1.

During power and low power operation,

=

See

LCO 3.

1.1

t \1

operable, with all individual indicated rod positions withim twelve steps of their
bank demand position, except when the bank demand position is <30 steps or
>_215 steps. In this case, all individual indicated rod positions shall be within 24
steps of their bank demand position.
<See LCO 3.1.5>

If an RCCA does not step in upon demand, up to six hours is allowed to
determine whether the problem with stepping is an electrical problem. If the
problem cannot be resolved within six hours, the RCCA shall be declared
inoperable until it has been verified that it will step in or would drop upon
demand.
a.

Rod Operability Requirements
(1)

If one rod is determined to be untrippable, perform the following
actions:

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 171

Unit 2 - Amemdment No. 175

15.3.10-1

January 16, 1997

EEl

b.

(2)

Once per shift check the position of the rods with inoperable RPIs
by using excore detectors, or thermocouples, or movable incore
detectors;

(3)

If the above actions and associated completion times are not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.1O.B.I.b.

If one or more rods with inoperable RPIs have been moved in excess of 24
steps in one direction since the last determination of the rod's position,
perform the following actions:
(1)

Within four hours check the position of the rods with inoperable
RPIs by using excore detectors, or thermocouples, or movable
incore detectors;

(2)

If the above action and associated completion time is not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.10.B.13.b.

I < See LCO 3.1.8 > I

dd Note for
control rod
testing (Insert
3.1.6-02)

c.

3.1.6
ofSpec

If bank demand position indication, for one or more banks, is determined
to be inoperable, perform the following actions:
(1)

(2)

(3)

Once per shift verify that all RPIs for the affected banks are
operable;
AND
Once per shift verify that the most withdrawn rod and the least
withdrawn rod of the affected banks are _•12 steps apart, except
when the bank demand position is _30 steps or >215 steps. In this
case, once per shift verify that the most withdrawn rod and the
least withdrawn rod of the affected banks are •_24 steps apart;
If the above actions and associated completion times are not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.10.B. 1.b.

D.

Unit 1 - Amendment No.

Unit 2 - Amemdment No. 175

15.3 . 10-4

January 16, 1997

Spec
Page 3.1.6
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b.
C.

LCO 3.1.5
Cond B RA B.1

m

2.

b
b.
C.

E.

If the above actions and associated completion times are not met, be in hot
shutdown within the following six hours.

When the reactor is critical, the control banks shall be inserted no-further than the
limits shown by the lines on Figure 15.3.10-1. If this condition is not met,
perform the following actions:
a.

See LCO 3.1.7

AND
Within two hours fully withdraw the shutdown banks.

Within one hour verify that the shutdo,n margin exceeds the applicable
value as shown in Figure 15.3.1 0-2;ýOR within one hour restore the
shutdown margin by boration;
WAND
Within two hours restore the control banks to ithiin limits.
If the above actions and associated completionti~mes are not met, be in hot
shutdown within the following six hours.

POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
1.

IlHot Channel Factors
a.

The hot channel factors defined in the basis shall meet the following
limits:
for P > 0.5

Fo(Z)<_•(2.50) x K(Z)
P
FQ(Z) •.5.00 x K (Z)

for P •0.5

FNAH < 1.70 x [1 + 0.3 (l-P)]
Where P is the fraction of full power at which the core is operating, K(Z)
is the function in Figure 15.3.10-3 and Z is the core height location of FQ.
b.

If FQ(Z) exceeds the limit of Specification 15.3.10.E. L.a, within fifteen
minutes reduce thermal power until FQ(Z) limits are satisfied;
(1)

After thermal power has been reduced in accordance with
Specification 15.3.1 0.E. 1.b, perform the following actions:
I < See LCO 3.2.1/3.2.2

>

__

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 171
Unit 2 - Amemdment No. 175

15.3.10-5

January 16, 1997

!-,see- LCO 3. 1.5 >

H.
1.

Spec 3.1.6
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RCCA DROP TIMES
With RCS temperature greater than the minimum temperature for criticality and
with both reactor coolant pumps running, the drop time of each RCCA shall be no
greater than 2.2 seconds from the loss of sfttionary gripper coil voltage to dashpot
entry. If this condition is not met, perform the following actions:
a.
b.

If the reactor is critical, declare the rod untrippable;
OR
If the reactor is subcritical, maintain the reactor subcritical.

Basis

i

Insertion Limits and Shutdown Margin

During power operation, the shutdown banks are fully withdrawn. Fully withdrawn is defined as
a bank demand position equal to or greater than 225 steps. Evaluation has shown that
positioning control rods at 225 steps, or greater, has a negligible effect on core power
distributions and peaking factors. Due to the low reactivity worth in this region of the core and
the fact that, at 225 steps, control rods are only inserted one step into the active fuel region of the
core, positioning rods at this position or higher has minimal effect. This position is varied, based
on a predetermined schedule, in order to minimize wear of the RCCA's from the guide cards.

The control rod insertion limits provide for achieving hot shutdown by reactor trip at any time
and assume the highest worth control rod remains fully withdrawn. A 10% margin in reactivity
worth of the control rods is included to assure meeting the assumptions used in the accident
analysis. A reactor trip occurring during power operation places the reactor into hot shutdown.
In addition, the insertion limits provide a limit on the maximum inserted rod worth in the
unlikely event of a hypothetical rod ejection and provide for acceptable nuclear peaking factors.
The specified control rod insertion limits take into account the effects of fuel densification. The
rods are withdrawn in the sequence of A, B, C, D with overlap between banks. The overlap
between successive control banks is provided to compensate for the low differential rod worth
near the top and bottom of the core.
When the insertion limits are observed and the control rod banks are above the solid lines shown
on Figure 15.3.10-1, the shutdown requirement is met. The maximum shutdown margin
requirement occurs at end of core life and is based on the value used in analysis of the
hypothetical steam break accident. Figure 15.3.10-2 shows the shutdown margin equivalent to
2.77% reactivity at end-of-life with respect to an uncontrolled cooldown. All other accident
analyses assume 1% or greater reactivity shutdown margin. Shutdown margin calculations
include the effects of axial power distribution. The accident analyses assume no change in core
poisoning due to xenon, samarium or soluble boron.
I<

See LCO 3.1.7

>-

Unit I - Amendment No. 171
Unit 2 - Amemdment No. 175

15.3.10-10

January 16, 1997

A
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TABLE 15-4.1-1 (continued)
NO.

CHANNEL DESCRIPTION

CHECK

CALIBRATE

TEST

PLANT CONDITIONS
WHEN REQUIRED

9.

Steam Generator Flow Mismatch

S(22)

R

Q(M)

ALL

10.

Steam Generator Pressure

S(16)

R

Q(1)

ALL

1i.

4KV Bus Undervoltage (AOl & A02)
-AFW pump actuation
-Reactor Protection actuation

R
R

M(I)
M(1,2)

ALL
ALL

4KV Bus Underfrequency (AO1 & A02)
-to Reactor Coolant Pump trip

R

-

ALL

R
R
R

M
M
M

ALL

12.

-Loss of 4KV
-Degraded 4KV
-Loss of 480V

S
S
S

14.

120 Vac Instrument Buses

W(6)

15.

Reactor Trip Signal From Turbine
-Turbine Autostop
-Turbine Stop Valve

-

16.

Reactor Trip Signal From SI

-

I/. "

eedwater Isolation on S1
-MFP Trip on Safety Injection
-MFRV Shutting on Safety Injection

Unit I -Amendment No. 161
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 165

ALL
ALL
ALL

-

Page 2 of 6

M(l)
M(I)

ALL
ALLI

M(l)

ALL

R
R

ALL
ALL

< See LCO 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 >

V

See LCO 3.8.9
and 3.8.10 >

See LCO 3.3.1 >

'-

See LCO 3.3.2 and

I 3.7.3 >
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NOTATION USED IN TABLE 15.4.1-1
A - Annually

SEcsti
Discussed in LCOs
1 L-- _
which notation is
D- Daily
applicable to
W- Weekly
Q- Quarterly
M- Monthly
P- Prior to reactor criticality if not performed during the previous week.
R- Each refueling interval (18 months)
PWR- Power and Low Power Operation, as defined in Specifications 15.1 .h. and 15.1 .m.
HtOT S/D- Hot Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.1 .g. i.
COLD S/D- Cold Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15. l.g.2.
lode I and 2 with Keff
[
REF S/D- Refueling Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.1.g.3.
> "1.0
11conditions ot operation, as defined in Specifications 1. .g, hand m.
IALL

A.2

< See LCOs; 3.3.1, 3.3.3,
and 3.3.2 >

NOTES USED IN TABLE 15.4.cII

(1)
I

1(2)
1 (3)

Not required during periods of refueling shutdown, but must be performed prior to reactor criticality if it has not been performed during the previous surveillan e
period.

I

Tests of the low power trip bistable setpoints which cannot be done during power operations shall be conducted prior to reactor criticality if not done in thý
previous surveillance interval.
V
i....
.
< See LUO 3.3.1 >
SSee
Perform test of the isolation valve signal.

LO332>

I

(4)

Perform by means of the moveable incore detector system.

(5)

Recalibrate if the absolute difference is >_3 percent.
Verification of proper breaker alignment and that the 120 Vac instrument buses are energized.

.c-J

< See Section 3.3 >

(7)

Source check is required prior to initiation of a release. Source check is an assessment of channel response by exposing the detector to a source of increased
1I
radiation. Channel check is required shiftly during a release. If monitor or isolation function is discovered inoperable, discontinue release immediately.

(8)

Verify that the associated rod insertion limit is not being violated at least nneris

(9)

Test of Narrow Range Pressure, 3.0 psig, -3.0 psig excluded.

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 186
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 191

Page 5 of 6

mnoperable.

March 1, 1999

[A. IA.•
jPage

[Spec 3.1.6
8of 9
< See WCO 3.4.12>

NOTES USED IN TABLE 15.4.1-1 (continued
(10)

When used for the Low TemperatureOverpressure Protection System, each PORV shall be demonstrated operable by:
a.
Performance of a channel functional test on the PORV actuation channel, but excluding valve operation, within 31 days prior to entering a condition in
which the PORV is required operable and at least once per 31 days thereafter when the PORV is required operable.

(11)

Performance of a channel functional test is required, excluding valve operation. 1 --

(12)

Shiftly check is required when the reactor coolant system is not open to the atmosphere and the reactor coolant system temperature is less than the minimum
temperature for the in-service pressure test as specified in TS Figure 15.3,1-1.

(13)

An AFW flow path to each steam generator shall be demonstrated operable, following each cold shutdown of greater than 30 days, prior to entering power operation
by verifying AFW flow to each steam generator.

(14)

Calibration is to be a verification of response to a source,

(15)

Sample gas for calibration at 2% and 6%.

•--1<ee CO .3U and 3.3.2>

A check of one pressure channel per steam generator is required whenever the steam generator could be pressurized.

<3I

16)

1 <See LCO 3.4.11 >

< See LCO 3.3.3 >
<See

LCO 3.7.5>

>See

(17)

Includes test of logic for reactor trip on low-low level, automatic actuation logic for auxiliary feedwater pumps, and test ol logic for feedwater isolation on high
steam generator level.

(18)

Rod positions must be logged at least once per hour, after a load change >10% or after >30 inches of control rod motion if the on-line computer is inoperable

(19)

The daily heat balance is a gain adjustment performed to match Nuclear Instrumentation System indicated power level with reactor thermal output.
< See LCO 3.3.1 >
To confirm that hot channel factor limits are being satisfied, the requirements of TS 15.3.10.B must be met.
>
*atloti.- ie!3.41
system is in or
Check required only when the low temperature overpressure protection

(20)

R(21)
(22)

1(23)
(24)

Nt

uir.d
... dur.i.g period of cold

refuin..g
.nd
shutdowns, but must be perf-R-ed prior to mactor criicality if it has not b.e@; peromed duing th..

Each train tested at least every 62 days on a staggered basis.•
Neutron detectors excluded from calibration

Unit I - Amendment No. 185
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 189

<See LCO 3.1.5 >

< See LCO 3.3.1 and 3.3.2>

< See LCO 3.3.1 >

]

Deleted - Addressed by ITS
SR 3.0.4

I
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Spec 3.1.6 Inserts
Insert 3.1.6-01:
Each shutdown bank shall be within insertion limits specified in the COLR.

Insert 3.1.6-02:

This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.4.2.

Insert 3.1.6-03:

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
01

02

03

JFD Text
Reference to the General Design Criteria (GDC) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A has been deleted
from the Bases of the Technical Specifications, substituting reference to the appropriate section
of the FSAR which specifies the Point Beach design criteria. Point Beach was constructed and
licensed prior to the GDC being issued. The Point Beach construction permit was issued prior
to the GDCs being issued in 1971. Point Beach was designed and constructed utilizing the
1967 proposed GDCs. Accordingly, reference has been provided to the appropriate criteria and
section of the Point Beach FSAR which provides explanation of Point Beach's design basis.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.01.06

The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information has been provided
for reference 3 of the References Section for the Bases of LCO 31.6 In addition, the
Applicable Safety Analyses Section of the Bases for LCO 3.1.6 has been changed to reference
4 and Reference 4 has been added to the References Section of the Bases to allow the
appropriate Section of the FSAR to be listed and referenced, Reference 3 contains the control
rod design requirements, while reference 4 contains a broad reference to the Accident Analyses
Section of the FSAR which contains the accidents analysis assumption for analyzed events
which credit a specific SDM
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.01.06

The Bases for Required Action A. 1.1 references the Bases for SR 3.1.1.1 to obtain a listing of
effects for calculation of SDM when one or more shutdown banks are not within limits. This
LCO Action is applicable in Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0. SR 3.1.1 1
calculates SDM in Mode 2 with Keff < 1.0, and Modes 3, 4, and 5, addressing subcritical
conditions. Therefore, the Bases of SR 3. 1 1 1 contains effects which are not applicable to an
operating reactor. Proposed ITS LCO 3.1 5 Required Action A. 1.1 has been modified to list the
effects listed from the Bases of SR 3.1.1.1 which are applicable to reactor critical operation.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.01,06

Page 1 of 2

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
04

JFD Text
The Mode of Applicability for the Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits in NUREG 1431 is Mode 1
and 2 with any control bank not fully inserted, and the associated Required Actions place the
unit in Mode 3. The Mode of Applicability for the Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits has been
revised to be applicable in Mode 1 and 2 when Keff is greater than or equal to 1.0. Shutdown
Bank insertion limits are established to maintain acceptable power distribution and to add
negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor upon receipt of a reactor trip signal. Power
distribution is only of concern when the reactor is at power (Keff greater than or equal to 1.0)
which is consistent with the Mode of Applicability specified for the proposed Control Bank
Alignment Limits. Prior to reactor criticality, Shutdown margin is addressed in ITS LCO 3.1.1,
which is applicable in Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0 and Modes 3, 4, and 5. Accordingly, the
safety basis for shutdown bank position should appropriately be maintained at Modes 1 and 2
with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0, which is consistent with the current Technical
Specification Mode of Applicability. Application of proposed ITS LCO SR 3.0.4 will ensure that
the shutdown bank insertion limits are met prior to the reactor becoming critical.
The associated Required Action has been revised based upon the above to place the unit into
Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0 consistent with the LCO Applicability. Corresponding changes to
the Bases have been proposed to support these revised changes.

05

ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.0106

LCO 3.01.05

LCO 3.01.06

LCO 3.01.05 COND B RA &1

LCO 3 01.06 COND B RA B1

The Bases for proposed ITS SR 3.1 5.1 has been expanded to include reference to the
preferred indication for verifying that shutdown banks are within their insertion limits.

06

ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.01.06

The proposed Bases has been modified to reflect the Point Beach design. Not all control rod
banks consist of two groups of rods as stated in the Bases of NUREG 1431 LCO 3.1.6. Control
banks may consist of a single group dependent upon the number of control rods assigned to the
bank. Typically control rod banks with four or fewer rods consist of a single group. Any bank
that consists of two groups will step the banks within one step of each other.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.05

B 3.01.06
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1(•-)Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

LCO

3,

Each shutdown bank shall be within insertion limits
specified in the COLR.

[Aorove

[Approved TSTF- •36
APPLICABILITY:

MODE 1.
MODE 2 with
- NOTE
This LCO is not applicable while performing SR

3,1
4

Approved TSTF 136
ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

One or more shutdown
banks not within
limits.

A. .I

Verify SDM SF!.67 Ak/l•

COMPLETION TIME
I hour
to be within the limits
provided in the COLR.

OR
Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit

I

A.2

Restore shutdown
banks to within
limits.

2 hours

B.1

Be in MODE

6 hours

A.1.2

AND

B

Required Action and
associated Completion

Time not met.

2 with Keff <1.0

t
WOG STS

3.1-12

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
3. 1 ý
Approved TSTF 1365
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR

3.1(

WOG STS

)1
S

Verify each shutdown bank is within the
3limits specified in the COLR

3.1-13

12 hours

Rev 1, 04/07/95

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1(
B 3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1(ý-)Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

BASES
BACKGROUND

The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip, The insertion limits directly
affect core power and fuel burnup distributions and
assumptions of available ejected rod worth. SDM and initial
reactivity insertion rate.

Replace with
Insert B 3.1.6-011I-

aGOC"Ractr10,
ý4@fgn
P
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;SQ-temP
"Rac vt
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+6acivt s -r
RedundancGAy an 4 Prctcioj

Conro
Limits"

(Ref.

1). and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for
Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reactors" (Ref. 2).
Limits on control rod insertion have
been established, and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

SEmergency
A bank of RCCAs may
consist of one or two
groups.
When a bank
consists of two
groups, the groups are
moved in a staggered
fashion. but always
within one step of
each other. Control
banks A and C and
shutdown bank A consist
of two groups each while
control banks B and D and
shutdown bank B consist
of a single group.

The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among
control banks and shutdown banks.
Each bank may be further
subdivided into wo groups to provide for precise reactivity
control.
A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are
electrically paralleled to step simultaneously.
oved in a staggered
RCCAs consists of two r

J
136

ways within one step of each other
All
plants have four control banks and at least two shutdown

banks .

See LCO 3.7""(K) "Rod Group-Alignment Limits,"'-for
control and shutdown rod OPERABILITY and alignment
requirements, and LCO 3 1)
"Rod Position Indication." for
position indication requirements.
The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of
the reactor. The positions of the control banks are
normally automatically controlled by the Rod Control System,
but they can also be manually controlled.
They are capable
of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared to
borating).
The control banks must be maintained above
designed insertion limits and are typically near the fully
withdrawn position during normal full power operations.

WOG STS

B 3.1.
Approved TSTF 13=6

5
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

B 3 1.
BASES

BACKGROUND

Approved TSTF 136

55

(continued)
Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes i n RCS temperature,
The
design calculations are performed with the assumption that
the shutdown banks are withdrawn first. The shutdown banks
can be fully withdrawn without the core going critical.
This provides available negative reactivity in the event of
boration errors.
The shutdown banks are controlled manually
by the control room operator.
During normal unit operation,
the shutdown banks are either fully withdrawn or fully
inserted.
The shutdown banks must be completely withdrawn
from the core, prior to withdrawing any control banks
a
c to criticality, The shutdown banks are then
left in this position until the reactor is shut down.
They
affect core power and burnup distribution, and add negative
reactivity to shut down the reactor upon receipt of a
reactor trip si nal,
Ipr ior

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

On a reactor trip, all RCCAs (shutdown banks and control
banks), except the most reactive RCCA, are assumed to insert
into the core. The shutdown banks shall be at or above
their insertion limits and available to insert the maximum
amount of negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal.
The
control banks may be partially inserted in the core, as
allowed by LCO 3.)P
"Control Bank Insertion Limits." The
shutdown bank and control bank insertion limits are
established to ensure that a sufficient amount of negative
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and
rnintain the recuired SDM (see LCO 3.1.1. "SHUTDOWN MARGIN
following a reactor trip from full power. The
combination of control banks and shutdown banks (less the
most reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn)
is sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions
at rated temperature to zero power, and to maintain the
required SDM at rated no load temperature (Ref.
3).
The
shutdown bank insertion limit also limits the reactivity
worth of an ejected shutdown rod,
The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control
rod bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment
is that:

WOG STS

pprovTedB
[Approved TSTF 136

3T13
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.136
BASES

k

[Approved TSTF 136

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS
a.

5

(continued)

There be no violations of:

b.

1.

specified acceptable fuel design limits,

2.

RCS pressure boundary integrity: and

The core remains subcriticai
transients.

or

after accident

As such, the shutdown bank insertion limits affec ._-afety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDM (Ref. m4j.
4

The shutdown bank insertion limits preserve an initial
condition assumed in the safety analyses and, as such,
satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

2

The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits any
time the reactor is

-

critical or a

.

y.

I

4

This ensures that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity
is available to shut down the reactor and maintain the
required SDM following a reactor trip.
The shutdown bank insertion limits are defined in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY

( ApprcDved TSTF 239

Swith
Keff > 1.0
The shutdown banks must be withinýtheli- inset-t% 1
with the reactor in MODES
and 2a
s viabl
n

,••
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by reactor4p~t
ri•• by ;h,,44 .....
This ensures that a
sufficient amount of negative- reactivity is available to

SHUL Uown Lhe recdcor and maintain Lne required Sum
following a reactor trip.
ste'
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IRefer to LCO 3.i.1--•.
...
4 ,rnT ý ... _ 'o°r
Sum requirements in
S 3, 4, and 5.
LCOI
.1.,
boron
Concentration." ensure•--adeauate SDM i n MODE 6.
[Mode 2 with Keff < 1.0 and ]

The Applicability requirements have been modified by a Note
indicating the LCO requirement is

WOG STS

B 3.1(,
(pproved 7sT
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suspended during
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

BASES

"-S-/-. ý , This SR verifies the freedom of the rods to
move, and requires the shutdown bank to move below the LCO
limits, which would normally violate t he LCO.
4

A.1..

ACTIONS

3

Replace with
Insert 3.1.6-022

A.1.2 and A.2

w itt h ýKeefff>1

1.00

When one or more shutdown banks is not within insertion
limits. 2 hours is allowed to restore the shutdown banks to
within the insertion limits. This is necessary because the
available SDM may be significantly reduced, with one or more
of the shutdown banks not within their insertion limits.
Also, verification of SDM or initiation of boration
I hour is required, since the SDM in MODES I and 2 is
ensured by adhering to the control and shutdown bank
If shutdown banks are not
insertion limits (see LCO 3.1.1).
within their insertion limits, then SDM will be verified
nerforming

a

hAianriP C_;'illAtion

rpArtijiitV

rnrsicderinn

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours provides an
acceptable time for evaluating and repairing minor problems
without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable
condition for an extended period of time.

B.1
If the shutdown banks cannot be restored to within their
insertion limits within 2 hours, the unit must be brought to
The allowed
a MODE where the LCO is not applicable.
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable. based on operating
experience, for reaching the required MODE from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
1
[Approved TSTF 136
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their
. ..
ppro;c to cr+tiality •ensures
insertion limits prior to.
that when the reactor is critical, or being taken critical,
the shutdown banks will be available to shut down the
reactor, and the required SDM will be maintained following a

B 3.1

WOG STS
Akpproved TSTF 136

A
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Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1(5)

BASES

Approved TSTF 136
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(rnntinued)
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within lisits

I

reactor trip. This•SR nn Frequency ensure that
shutdown banks are ,
, A 6 Qw
r@4
+Q4
.nduring
a unit startup,

the

a d subsequent operati-on

Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the
control room operator, a verification of shutdown bank

position at a Frequency of 12 hours,
;a~rtefA@ tr•
t
hey a re wit h in
t
h
at
su
re
t
o
e
n
.
.i •. . ,is ad e q u a t e
4+.. @
. . ...
their insertion limits.
Also, the 12 hour Frequency takes
into account other information available in the control room
for the purpose of monitoring the status of shutdown rods.

REFERENCES

1.
2.
3.

Section 3.2
2

Typically, the individual rod position indicators are
used to confirm shutdown bank insertion limits.

I

B 3,T1 (3

WOG STS
[Approved TSTF 136
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LCO 3.1.6 Bases Inserts

Insert B 3.1.6-01:
The design criteria for reactivity and power distribution are
found in FSAR Section 3A1

Insert B 3.1.6-02:
the following listed reactivity effects:
a.

RCS boron concentration,

b.

Control

c_

Power defect:

d.

Fuel burnup:

e.

Xenon concentration:

f.

Samarium concentration.

bank position:

and

No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
A

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative. As such, there is
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of
safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L.01

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50-92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change will relax the Technical Specification Required Actions requiring
initiation of boration versus restoration of SDM The CTS and the ITS both require
restoration of control bank insertion limits within two hours, which establishes a bounding
limit for operation with an insertion limit not met- As such, the maximum time that SDM could
conceivably not be met is an additional one hour before the initiation of a plant shutdown is
required. While SDM and rod position (available worth) are variables assumed in various
analyses, the state of not meeting a rod insertion limit is not an accident precursor, The
proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, changes in parameters governing normal plant operation, or methods of
operation. Accordingly, there will be no significant change in the probability of accidents
previously evaluated. The additional one hour period allowed to be in this condition does not
represent an increase in the consequences of accidents previously evaluated, as the plant
condition during this extended period is the same as those currently allowed for up to one
hour. Accordingly, the consequences are the same during this increased period.
Accordingly, this change does not present a significant increase in the consequences of
accidents previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation- Therefore, the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
In the unlikely event of a shutdown bank being found outside of its rod insertion limit with
SDM not met, the CTS Action to restore SDM via boration within one hour is not a viable
action, which would then result in the initiation of a plant shutdown which is a diversion of
resources which should be more appropriately focused on restoration of the shutdown banks
insertion limit. The additional one hour allowance is acceptable based on the increased
focus that will be available to the most appropriate action which is restoration of the shutdown
bank insertion limit. Accordingly, increasing the time allowed before shutdown actions are
required to be initiated by an additional hour does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L02

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The Technical Specification control rod freedom of movement test involves moving several
control rods slightly below their rod insertion limits, resulting in entry into the CTS Action
which requires the control rods to be returned to their required positions within two hours.
This change eliminates the need to enter the Technical Specification Required Actions during
performance of the test. This change is not intended to alter the method of surveillance
testing but rather reduce the administrative burden associated with tracking entry into and
closure of Technical Specification Required Actions when performing routine required
Technical Specification Surveillance tests. Elimination of administrative burden is not an
accident precursor. The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant
systems, structures or components, changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation, or methods of operation. Accordingly, there will be no significant change in the
probability of accidents previously evaluated. Control rods are typically exercised over a
range of travel where the integral rod/bank worth is low, thereby having minimal affect on
power distribution and required shutdown margin. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of accidents previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation or alter the method of normal plant
operation. Therefore, the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The control rod freedom of movement test involves moving several of the control rods slightly
below their rod insertion limits. The duration that rods are below their insertion limits during
the performance of this test is minimal (less than approximately 15 minutes). Control rods
are typically exercised over a range of travel where the integral rod/bank worth is low,
thereby having minimal affect on power distribution and required shutdown margin. This
change is not intended to change the method of surveillance testing but rather reduce the
administrative burden associated with tracking entry into and closure of Technical
Specification Required Actions when performing routine required Technical Specification
Surveillance tests. Reducing the administrative burden associated with routine testing will
Page 3 of 5

No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number

NSHC Text
allow increased focus on issues of higher safety significance. Accordingly, this change does
not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

L03

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, changes in parameters governing normal plant operation, or methods of
operation- The proposed change extends the surveillance frequency for CHANNEL
CHECKS from "each shift" (nominally 8 hours) to 12 hours. This is acceptable because the
CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of channels during
normal operational use of the displays associated with the LCO required channels and
because of the unlikelihood of a channel failure during this interval. Therefore, this change
does not involve an increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation. The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation or alter the method of normal plant
operation. Therefore, the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
There are no margins of safety related to safety analyses that are dependent upon the
proposed change. The requirements will continue to assure that limiting conditions for the
Control Bank Insertion Limits are properly maintained. Therefore, this change does not
involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.06
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NSHC Number
LA

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to the Bases,
FSAR, or other plant controlled documents The Bases and FSAR will be maintained using
the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. In addition to 10 CFR 50.59 provisions, the Technical
Specifications Bases are subject to the change process in the Administrative Controls
Chapter of the ITS. Plant procedures and other plant controlled documents are subject to
controls imposed by plant administrative procedures, which endorse applicable regulations
and standards. Changes to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents will be
evaluated in accordance with the requirements of the Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0
of the ITS, 10 CFR 50.59, or plant administrative processes. Therefore, no increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated will be allowed
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and adequate
control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be moved from the Technical
Specifications to the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled documents are as they currently
exist. Future changes to the requirements in the Bases, FSAR, or other plant controlled
documents will be evaluated in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, the
Bases Control Program in Chapter 5.0 of the ITS, or the applicable plant process and no
reduction in a margin of safety will be allowed.
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Shutdown Bank Insertion

Limits
3.1.5

3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.5

LCO

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

3.1.5

APPLICABILITY:

Each shutdown bank shall be within inser tion limits
specified in the COLR.

MODE 1.
MODE 2 with K,4 ! 1.0.
-----------------

NOTE----------------------

This LCO is not applicable while performing SR

3.1.4.2.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A. One or more shutdown
banks not within
limits,

COMPLETION TIME

Verify SDM to be
within the limits
provided in the COLR.

I hour

Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

1 hour

A.2

Restore shutdown
banks to within
limits

2 hours

B.1

Be in MODE 2 with
Keof < 1-0.

6 hours

A.1.1

OR
A-1.2

AND

B.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

POINT BEACH

K,1.5-1

DRAFT REV- A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

3,1.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANC.E

SR

3,1.5,1

POINT BEACH

Verify each shutdown bank is within the
limits specified in the COLR.

3.1.5-2

12 hours

DRAFT REV.

A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B3,1.5
B 3.1
B 3.1.5

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits

BASES
BACKGROUND

The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion limits directly
affect core power and fuel burnup distributions and
assumptions of available ejected rod worth. SDM and initial
reactivity insertion rate
The design criteria for reactivity and power distribution are
found in FSAR Section 3.1, (Ref.
1), and 10 CFR 50.46,
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for
Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors" (Ref.
2).
Limits on
control rod insertion have been established, and all rod
positions are monitored and controlled during power
operation to ensure that the power distribution and
reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and
SDM limits are preserved
The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among
control banks and shutdown banks.
Each bank may be further
subdivided into one or two groups to provide for precise
reactivity control.
A group consists of two or more RCCAs
that are electrically paralleled to step simultaneously.
A
bank of RCCAs may consist of one or two groups.
When a bank
consists of two groups. the groups are moved in a staggered
fashion, but always within one step of each other.
Control
banks A and C and snutdown bank A consist of two groups each
while control banks B and D and shutdown bank B consist of a
single group,
See LCO 3.1.4, "Rod Group Alignment Limits,"
for control and shutdown rod OPERABILITY and alignment
requirements, and LCO 3.1.7, "Rod Position Indication," for
position indication requirements.
The control banks are used for precise reactivity control of
the reactor. The positions of the control banks are
normally automatically controlled by the Rod Control System,
but they can also be manually controlled. They are capable
of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared to
borating).
The control banks must be maintained above
designed insertion limits and are typically near the fully
withdrawn position during normal full power operations.

POINT BEACH

B 3.1.5-1

DRAFT REV. A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B3.1ý5
BASES
BACKGROUND

(continued)
Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of
positive reactivity.
Boration or dilution of the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity changes
associated with large changes in RCS temperature.
The
design calculations are performed with the assumption that
the shutdown banks are withdrawn first.
The shutdown banks
can be fully withdrawn without the core going critical,
This provides available negative reactivity in the event of
boration errors.
The shutdown banks are controlled manually
by the control room operator.
During normal unit operation.
the shutdown banks are either fully withdrawn or fully
inserted,
The shutdown banks must be completely withdrawn
from the core, prior to withdrawing any control banks prior
to criticality
The shutdown banks are then left in this
position until the reactor is shut down,
They affect core
power and burnup distribution, and add negative reactivity
to shut down the reactor upon receipt of a reactor trip
signal.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

On a reactor trip, all RCCAs (shutdown banks and control
banks), except the most reactive RCCA. are assumed to insert
into the core.
The shutdown banks shall be at or above
their insertion limits and available to insert the maximum
amount of negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal.
The
control banks may be partially inserted in the core, as
allowed by LCO 3.1.6. "Control Bank Insertion Limits."
The
shutdown bank and control bank insertion limits are
established to ensure that a sufficient amount of negative
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and
maintain the required SDM (see LCO 3.1.1. "SHUTDOWN MARGIN
(SDM)") following a reactor trip from full power.
The
combination of control banks and shutdown banks (less the
most reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn)
is sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions
at rated temperature to zero power, and to maintain the
required SDM at rated no load temperature (Ref.
3).
The
shutdown bank insertion limit also limits the reactivity
worth of an ejected shutdown rod.
The acceptance criteria for addressing shutdown and control
rod bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment
is that:
a.

POINT BEACH

There be no violations of:

B 03.I, 5 -21

DRAFT REV. A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.5

BASES
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS

(continued)
1.

2.
b.

specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
RCS pressure boundary integrity: and

The core remains subcritical after accident
transients.

As such, the shutdown bank insertion limits affect safety
analysis involving core reactivity and SDM (Ref.
4).
The shutdown bank insertion limits preserve an initial
condition assumed in the safety analyses and, as such.
satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy Statement.

LCO

The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits any
time the reactor is critical.
This ensures that a
sufficient amount of negative reactivity is available to
shut down the reactor and maintain the required SDM
following a reactor trip.
The shutdown bank insertion limits are defined in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY

The shutdown banks must be within their insertion limits,
with the reactor in MODES I and 2 with Keff > 1.0. This
ensures that a sufficient amount of negative reactivity is
available to shut down the reactor and maintain the required
SDM following a reactor trip. Refer to LCO 3.1.1 for SDM
requirements in MODE 2 wilth Keff < 1.0 and MODES 3, 4,
and 5. LCO 3.9.1, "Boron Concentration,
ensures adequate
SDM in MODE 6,
The Applicability requirements have been modified by a Note
indicating the LCO requirement is suspended during
SR 3.1.4.2.
This SR verifies the freedo m of the rods to
move, and requires the shutdown bank to move below the LCO
limits, which would normally violate the LCO.

ACTIONS

A.1.1, A.1.2 and A.2
When one or more shutdown banks is not within insertion
limits. 2 hours is allowed to restore the shutdown banks to

POINT BEACH

B 3ý1,5-3

DRAFT REV. A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.5
BASES
ACTIONS

(continued)
within the insertion limits.
This is necessary because the
available SDM may be significantly reduced, with one or more
of the shutdown banks not within their insertion limits.
Also, verification of SDM or initiation of boration within
I hour is required, since the SDM in MODES I and 2 with Keff
Ž 1.0 is ensured by adhering to the control and shutdown
bank insertion limits (see LCO 3I,
1 )
If shutdown banks
are not within their insertion limits, then SDM will be
verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation,
considering the following listed reactivity effects:
a.

RCS boron concentration

b.

Control bank position

c.

Power defect;

d.

Fuel burnup:

e

Xenon concentration; and

f.

Samarium concentration.

The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours provides an
acceptable time for evaluating and repairing minor problems
without allowing the plant to remain in an unacceptable
condition for an extended period of time.
B.i
If the shutdown banks cannot be restored to within their
insertion limits within 2 hours, the unit must be brought to
a MODE where the LCO is not applicable,
The allowed
Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating
experience, for reaching the required MODE from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR

3.1.5.1

Verification that the shutdown banks are within their
insertion limits ensures that when the reactor is critical,
or being taken critical, the shutdown banks will be
available to shut down the reactor, and the required SDM

POINT BEACH

B 311.5-4

DRAFT REV. A

Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits
B 3.1.5
BASES
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

will be maintained following a reactor trip. This SR and
Frequency ensure that the shutdown banks are within limits
during a unit startup and subsequent operation- Typically,
the individual rod position indicators are used to confirm

shutdown bank insertion limits.
Since the shutdown banks are positioned manually by the
control room operator, a verification of shutdown bank
position at a Frequency of 12 hours, is adequate to ensure
that they are within their insertion limits. Also. the
12 hour Frequency takes into account other information
available in the control room for the purpose of monitoring
the status of shutdown rods,

REFERENCES

POINT BEACH

1-

FSAR,

Section 3.1.

2.

10 CFR 50,46.

3.

FSAR,

Section 3.2.

4.

FSAR,

Chapter 14

B 3.1-5-5
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Description of Changes - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
15-Nov-99
DOC Number
A.01

A.02

DOC Text
In the conversion of Point Beach current Technical Specifications (CTS) to the proposed plant
specific Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), certain wording preferences or conventions are
adopted which do not result in technical changes (either actual or interpretational). Editorial
changes, reformatting, and revised numbering are adopted to make the ITS consistent with the
Standard Technical Specifications, Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431, Revision 1 (i.e.,
Improved Standard Technical Specifications (ISTS)).
CTS:
15.03.10.D.02

ITS:
LCO 3.01.06

15.03.10.D002.a

LCO 3.01.06 COND A

15.03.10.D.02.b

LCO 3.01.06 COND A RA A.2

15.03.10.D.02.c

LCO 3.01.06 COND C

BASES

B 3.01.06

CTS 15.3.10.D.2 states that whenever the reactor is critical that the control banks will be
inserted no further than the limits provided in Figure 15.3.10-1. This establishes an applicability
of reactor critical for this requirement, The proposed ITS for Point Beach specifies an
applicability of Modes 1 and 2 when Keff is greater than or equal to 1.0. Accordingly, the
applicability for this requirement has remained the same.
Line item 19 of table 15.4.1-1, requires a channel check to be performed for the rod position
indicators on a shiftly frequency in "all" plant conditions. Table 15.4.1-1 defines "all" plant
conditions through reference to Specification 15.1.g, h, and m, which are; 1] Shutdown ( Hot,
Cold, Refueling, and Shutdown Margin), 2] Power Operations (greater than 2% power), and 3]
Low Power Operation (less than or equal to 2% power). As such, defining the applicability of
this surveillance in the terms specified in Specification 15.1.g, h, and m are vague and non
prescriptive. Specification 15.4.0.1 states that surveillance requirements shall be met during all
times that the system or component is required to be operable. Through applying Specification
15.4.0.1, the applicability of CTS line item 19 of Table 15.4.1-1 would be when the reactor is
critical, which is consistent with the safety basis for the Specification. As such, the applicability
of the proposed ITS Surveillance Requirement is equivalent to the CTS, making this change
administrative.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10.D.02

LCO 3.01.06

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

SR 3.01.06.02

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 ALL

SR 3.01.06.02
SR 3.01.06.02
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DOC Number
A.03

A.04

A.05

DOC Text
The Bases of the current Technical Specifications for this section have been completely
replaced by revised Bases that reflect the format and applicable content of PBNP ITS, consistent
with the Standard Technical Specifications for Westinghouse Plants, NUREG-1431. The revised
Bases are as shown in the PBNP ITS Bases.
CTS:

ITS:

BASES

B 3.01.06

Note 22 to line item 19 of CTS Table 15.4.1-2, states that shiftly control rod insertion limit
channel checks are not required during periods of cold shutdown and refueling, but must be
performed prior to reactor criticality if it had not been performed within its previous surveillance
interval. This frequency notation is ambiguous in that it does not provide any specific guidance
between cold shutdown and reactor critical operations. CTS Specification 15.4.0.1 states that
surveillance requirements shall be met when the system or component is required to be
operable. The CTS Mode of Applicability for control rod insertion limits has been determined to
be equivalent to ITS Mode 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0 which has been
established as the ITS Mode of Applicability as stated in Description of Change A.2 of this LCO.
By applying Specification 15.4.0.1, the CTS required mode of performance for this surveillance
has been determined to be equivalent to ITS Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to
1.0. ITS SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that surveillances must be met when the LCO is
applicable. As such, the ITS mode of performance for this surveillance is equivalent to the CTS,
making this change administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19 (22)

ITS:
SR 3.01.06.02

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A (22)

SR 3.01.06.02

CTS Table 15.4.1-1 line item 19 requires the performance of a channel check for control rods on
a shiftly basis, which has been concluded to be equivalent to the ITS Surveillance Requirements
which verify that the all control rods are within their insertion, alignment, and overlap limits. The
control rod analog and demand position indicators do not provide any protective functions.
These channels are used solely for the purpose of verifying that the control rod alignment,
insertion, and sequence limits are maintained. A channel check as discussed in CTS Section
15.4.1 is intended to be a simple observation of instrument function, which is fulfilled through
verification of these operational parameters. Performance of the proposed ITS surveillances
while stated to verify operational limits still encompasses an observation of required channel
function while clarifying the intent of this surveillance. This change is administrative.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

ITS:
SR 3.01.06.02
SR 3.01,06.03

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

SR 3.01,06.02
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DOC Number
A.06

A.07

DOC Text
The CTS provides an introductory statement (Applicability) which simply states which
systems/components are addressed within a given section. This same information while worded
differently is contained within the title of each ITS LCO. Accordingly, this change is a change in
format with no change in technical requirement.
CTS:

ITS:

15.03.10 APPL

LCO 3.01.06

The CTS provides an introductory statement (Objective) at the beginning of this Section of the
Technical Specifications which provide a brief summary of the purpose for this Section. This
information is contained in the Bases Section of the ITS. This information does not establish any
regulatory requirements for the systems and components addressed within this Section.
Accordingly, deletion of this information does not alter any requirement set forth in the Technical
Specifications. This change is administrative and consistent with the format and presentation for
the ITS as provided in NUREG 1431.
CTS:
15.03.10 OBJ

A.08

ITS:
B 3.01.06

CTS 15.3.10.A.1 and 2 requires Shutdown Margin (SDM) to be maintained whenever the reactor
coolant temperature is less than 350 degrees (15 3.10 A.2) and from 350 degrees to full power
(15.3.10.A.1). The requirement to maintain SDM within limits has been moved to several LCOs
within the ITS. During critical operation (Mode 1 and Mode 2 with Keff greater than or equal to
1.0), SDM is assured through the maintenance of rod insertion limits in ITS LCO 3.1.5 and
3.1.6, while in Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0, and Modes 3, 4, and 5, SDM is assured through
the application of ITS LCO 3. 1.1. Accordingly, while presented in a different fashion than CTS,
the requirement to maintain SDM has been retained in the ITS, making this change
administrative.
CTS:
15.03.10.A.01

ITS:
LCO 301.06
LCO 3.01.06 COND A
LCO 3.01.06 COND B
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DOC Number
L.01

DOC Text
CTS 15.3.10.A.1 requires Shutdown Margin (SDM) to be maintained within limits, with an Action
of initiation of boration to restore within 15 minutes, if this limitation is not met- In addition, CTS
Action 15.3.10D.2.a, requires SDM to either be verified to exceed its required value or to be
restored by boration within one hour when one or more control bank(s) are found to not be within
their insertion limits. In the unlikely event of a control bank found to be in violation of its rod
insertion limit with SDM not met, the CTS Actions to initiate boration within 15 minutes and to
restore SDM via boration within one hour are not considered viable actions. Restoration of SDM
would require determination of the SDM deficit, quantification of the amount of boration required,
initiation and completion of the boration, and a confirmatory sample to conclude that the required
RCS boron concentration was achieved,
The proposed ITS will require either verification that SDM is within limits or initiation of boration
to restore SDM within one hour. Relaxing the Required Actions to the initiation of boration will
allow actions to be initiated to restore SDM (boration if necessary) while increasing available
focus to restoring the control bank to its required position, restoring compliance with the LCO
and SDM. The CTS and the ITS both require restoration of control bank insertion limits within
two hours, which establishes a bounding limit for operation with an insertion limit not met. As
such, the maximum time that SDM could conceivably not be met is an additional one hour before
the initiation of a plant shutdown. The additional one hour allowance is considered acceptable
based on the increased focus that will be available to the most appropriate action, which is
restoration of the control bank insertion limit.
CTS:
15.03.10.A01

ITS:
LCO 3.01.06 COND A RA A. 1.2

15.03.10.D.02.a

LCO 3.01.06 COND A RA A-12
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DOC Text

DOC Number
L.02

CTS 15.3.10.D.2 requires the control banks to be withdrawn in excess of their rod insertion limits
whenever the reactor is critical, Line item 10 of CTS Table 15.4.1-2 requires the control rods to
tested for freedom of movement once every two weeks. The control rod freedom of movement
test involves moving several of the control rods slightly below their rod insertion limits, resulting
in entry into the CTS Action which requires the control rods to be returned to their required
positions within two hours. The duration that rods are below their insertion limits during the
performance of this test is minimal (less than approximately 15 minutes) in comparison to the
current two hour restoration time.
ITS LCO 3.1.6 is modified by a note which allows the Control Bank Insertion Limit LCO to not be
considered applicable during performance of the periodic control rod freedom of movement test.
This change is not intended to change the method of surveillance testing but rather reduce the
administrative burden associated with tracking entry into and closure of Technical Specification
Required Actions when performing routine required Technical Specification Surveillance tests.
Elimination of the above referenced administrative burden is a relaxation of current
requirements, which is acceptable based on the fact that control rods are typically exercised
over a range of travel where the integral rod/bank worth is low, thereby having minimal affect on
power distribution and required shutdown margin. Reducing the administrative burden
associated with routine testing will allow increased focus on issues of higher safety significance.
CTS:

ITS:

NEW

LCO 3.01.06 NOTE
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DOC Number
L.03

DOC Text
CTS Table 15.4.1-1 footnote 8 requires verification that the rod insertion limits are not being
violated at least once per 4 hours whenever the rod insertion limit alarm for a control bank is
inoperable. This verification is required to be performed per the proposed Technical
Specifications on a 12 hour frequency regardless of the alarm operability
The rod insertion limit alarm does not provide any safety function nor does it input to any
protection circuits. This alarm merely provides a non-safety means of alerting personnel to a
condition which does not comply with an LCO requirement. Rod insertion limits are required to
be routinely verified once every 12 hours by the proposed ITS, deletion of the increased
surveillance frequency (every 4 hours with an inoperable alarm) does not alleviate the
responsibility of the license to be vigilant of plant conditions and LCO compliance. Typically, the
unit is operated with the control banks significantly above their rod insertion limits with significant
rod motion made only due to planned evaluations. However, significant rod motion could be the
result of an unplanned evolution such as a large generator load rejection. Unplanned
evaluations of this nature are readily apparent and result in increased monitoring of affected
parameters and significant plant conditions. The above discussed indicators in combination with
routine surveillance verification (every 12 hours) provides adequate assurance that non
compliance is readily detectable without the need for increased monitoring- Accordingly, this
requirement may be deleted from the Technical Specifications as it is not required to provide
adequate protection of public health and safety,
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19 (8)

L.04

ITS:
DELETED

CTS Table 15.4.1-1, surveillance frequency S, "each shift", is proposed to become "every 12
hours", in ITS. The nominal Point Beach shift duration is 8 hours. Therefore this change
extends the nominal time between performances of these surveillances by 4 hours, resulting in a
relaxation of the current requirement. This is acceptable based on other less formal, but more
frequent, checks of channels during normal operational use of the displays associated with the
LCO required channels, and the low probability of equipment malfunction during the additional
(nominal 4 hour) time interval.
CTS:
15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19

ITS:

15.04.01 T 15.04.01-01 19.A

SR 3.01.06.02

15.04.01 T 15-04.01-01 S - EACH SHIFT

SR 3.01.06-02

SR 3.01.06.02
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DOC Number
L.05

DOC Text
The CTS required action to be in hot shutdown within 6 hours is being changed to "Be in MODE
2 with keff < 1.0." This is the appropriate required action for the proposed Technical
Specifications based on the applicabliiity of the LCO. Proposed Technical Specification 3.1.6
LCO Applicability states, "MODE 1, MODE 2 with keff >1= 1.0." Therefore, the proposed
required action is appropriate and consistent with the proposed Technical Specifications
requirements for control bank insertion limits. The proposed required action provides for safety
of the reactor and reactor coolant system because the reactor is required to be placed in a
condition that the LCO requirements are not applicable.
CTS:
15.03.10.D002.c

LA.01

ITS:
LCO 3.01 06 COND C RA C.1

CTS 15.3.10.D contains a requirement to maintain Shutdown Margin within limits and the control
banks no further inserted than specified in CTS figure 15.3. 10-1 as modified by the fully
withdrawn limits (greater than or equal to 225 steps) specified in CTS 15.3.10.d.1. Additionally,
this specification references the specific Shutdown Margin Limit (Figure 15.3.10-2) which must
be maintained/restored if the rod insertion limits are violated. Rod insertion limits are
established to maintain the required SDM which is a cycle specific variable. The SDM limits
have been moved to the Core Operating Limits Report. SDM control and shutdown rod insertion
limits can be adequately controlled outside of the Technical Specifications because these
limitations are calculated using an approved methodology which is ultimately controlled via the
methodology's inclusion in the Administrative Control Section of the ITS. Specific Reporting
Requirements to notify the NRC when changes are made to the COLR have been proposed
consistent with NUREG 1431 and NRC Generic Letter 88-16. This change represents a
relaxation of existing requirements. The limits associated with this specification are not required
to be in the ITS to provide adequate protection of the public health and safety, because the ITS
will still retain a requirement to maintain compliance with the limitation. Changes to the limits will
be controlled in accordance with the 10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the level of safety is
unaffected by the change
CTS:
15.03.10 F 15.03,10-02

ITS:
COLR
COLR

COLR
1503.10.A.01

COLR

15.03.10.D.01

COLR

15.03.10,D.02

COLR
LCO 3.01.06

15-03.10.D.02.a

LCO 3.01.06 COND A RA A.1 1
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DOC Number
LA.02

DOC Text
The CTS defines fully withdrawn for the control rods as being greater than or equal to 225
steps. This is to allow the control rods to be "parked" at this position or higher while meeting the
definition of fully withdrawn. Allowing the rod to be defined as being fully withdrawn above this
level minimizes control rod cladding wear caused by vibration at the guide card area, extending
control rod life cycle. The concept of defining what constitutes "fully withdrawn" is contained in
ITS SR 3.1.6.3. This SR contains an exception to verifying control bank sequence and overlap
for control rods which are "withdrawn" from the core in accordance with the limits specified in the
COLR. Fully withdrawn is subjective and should be defined and maintained consistent with the
limits established for control bank positioning Therefore, the definition of "fully withdrawn" is
proposed for inclusion into the COLR.
Control rod insertion limits (inclusive of the definition of fully withdrawn) can be adequately
controlled outside of the Technical Specifications since this limitation is calculated utilizing an
approved methodology which is ultimately controlled via the methodology's inclusion in the
Administrative Control Section of the ITS. Specific Reporting Requirements to notify the NRC
when changes are made to the COLR have been proposed consistent with NUREG 1431 and
NRC Generic Letter 88-16. This change represents a relaxation of existing requirements. The
limits associated with this specification are not required to be in the ITS to provide adequate
protection of the public health and safety, since the ITS will continue to retain a requirement to
maintain compliance with the limit. Changes to the limit will be controlled in accordance with the
10 CFR 50.59 process. Therefore, the level of safety is unaffected by the change.
CTS:

ITS:

1503.10 F 15.03.10-02
15.03.10.D01

SR 301,06.03
SR 3.01.06.03
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M01

DOC Text
Control bank sequence and overlap are assumptions which are integrally linked to process
variables which are used in analyses which assume rod worth and power distribution. While
these variables are assumed, the CTS does not contain any limitations on control bank
sequence or overlap.
The proposed ITS has included control bank sequence and overlap limits as part of the Control
Bank Insertion Limits LCO. A specific Surveillance Requirement to verify these limitations, and
appropriate Conditions and Required Actions have been proposed as well The actual sequence
and overlap limit will be contained in the COLR, consistent with other core parameters which are
cycle specific. The proposed surveillance will require verification that the sequence and overlap
limits are met once every 12 hours. The proposed Condition and Required Actions will require
verification that SDM is met or the initiation of boration within one hour, and restoration of the
sequence and overlap limits within 2 hours. The proposed LCO, Surveillance Requirement, and
Condition and Required Actions are consistent with the safety basis for these parameters and
NUREG 1431.
CTS:
NEW

ITS:
LCO
LCO
LCO
LCO

3.01.06
3.01.06
3.01.06
3.01.06

COND
COND
COND
COND

B
B RA B.1.1
B RA B.1. 2
B RA B.2

LCO 3.01.06 COND C
SR 3.01.06.03
M02

The CTS does not contain any surveillance which would verify that the control bank positions
calculated as part of the estimated critical condition (ECC) are within limits prior to criticality.
This surveillance is required to provide assurance that the reactor will not achieve criticality
below the rod insertion limits. The proposed ITS contains a Surveillance Requirement (SR
3.1.6.1) which requires verification that the ECC control bank positions are within the limits
specified in the COLR. This is an additional restriction proposed for inclusion into the Technical
Specifications consistent with NUREG 1431!
CTS:
NEW

ITS:
SR 301.06.01
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FA.iJ1
CONTROL ROD AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

15.3.10
Applicability

Applies to the operation of the control rods and to core power distribution limits.
Objective
To insure (1) core subcriticality after a reactor trip, (2) a limit on potential reactivity insertions
from a hypothetical rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) ejection, and (3) an acceptable core
power distribution during power operation. I

2.

A shutdown margin of at least 1% Ak/k shall be maintained when the reactor
coolant temperature is less than 350 0 F. If the shutdown margin is less than this
limit, within 15 minutes initiate boration to restore the shutdown margin.
A

During power and low power operation,

<See
S
LCO 3.1.1 >

olo be

operable, with all individual indicated rod positions within twelve steps of their
bank demand position, except when the bank demand position is <30 steps or
Ž_215 steps. In this case, all individual indicated rod positions shall be within 24
steps of their bank demand position.
I<See LCO: 315

If an RCCA does not step in upon demand, up to six hours is allowed to
determine whether the problem with stepping is an electrical problem. If the
problem cannot be resolved within six hours, the RCCA shall be declared
inoperable until it has been verified that it will step in or would drop upon
demand.
a.

Rod Operability Requirements
(1)

If one rod is determined to be untrippable, perform the following
actions:

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 171
Unit 2 - Amemdment No. 175
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b.

(2)

Once per shift check the position of the rods with inoperable RPIs
by using excore detectors, or thermocouples, or movable incore
detectors;

(3)

If the above actions and associated completion times are not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.1O.B.1 .b.

If one or more-rods with inoperable RPlihave been moved in excess of 24
steps in one direction since the last determination of the rod's position,
perform the following actions:
(1)

<See LCO 3 .1.8 >RPIs

Within four hours check the position of the rods with inoperable
by using excore detectors, or thernocouples, or movable
incore detectors;

(2)
Add Note

If the above action and associated completion time is not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.10.B.l .b.

for

c.

control rod
testing (Insert
3.1.7-02)

If bank demand position indication, for one ormore banks, is determined
to be inoperable, perform the following actions:
(1)

(2)

Once per shift verify that all RPIs for the affected banks are
operable;
AND
Once per shift verify that the most withdrawn rod and the least
withdrawn rod of the affected banks are <12 steps apart, except
when the bank demand position is <30 steps or _>215 steps. In this
case, once per shift verify that the most withdrawn rod and the
least withdrawn rod of the affected banks are _•24 steps apart;

(3)

D.

If the above actions and associated completion times are not met,
perform the actions in accordance with TS 15.3.1 0.B. L.b.
BANK INSERTI ON LIMITS.
SR3163
1,

When the reactor is critical. the shutdown banks shW!L b

ulywithdrawn.] Fully

S~withdrawn is definedlas a bank position equal to or greater than 225 step~s.! This
< See LCO 3.1.6

,

definition is applicable

shutdown an control banks.

Las soec1f~n

I

r t'e COLR

If this condition is not met, perform the following actions:

a.

Within one hour verify that the shutdown margin exceeds the applicable
value as shown in Figure 15.3.10-2; OR within one hour restore the
shutdown margin by boration;

Unit I - Amendment No. 171
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Cond

B RA

B.

2

"LCO

3. 1 .6
Cond C RA C1

(
L-.

E.

b.

Within two hours restore the control banks to within limits.

C.

If the above actions and associated completion times are not met, be in hot

H

shutdown within the following six hours.

POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

1.

Hot Channel Factors
a.

The hot channel factors defined in the basis shall meet the following
limits:

<(2.50)

forP > 0.5

FQ(Z) _ ---50 x K(Z)

P

for P •<'0.5

FQ(Z) :55.00 x K (Z)
FNH < 1.70 x [1 + 0.3 (1-P)]

Where P is the fraction of full power at which the core is operating, K(Z)
is the function in Figure 15.3.10-3 and Z is the core height location of FQ.
b.

If FQ(Z) exceeds the limit of Specification 15.3.10.E.1 .a, within fifteen
minutes reduce thermal power until F,(Z) limits are satisfied;
(1)

After thermal power has been reduced in accordance with
Specification 15.3.10.E.1.b, perform the following actions:
< See LCO 3.2.1/3.2.2

>j
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< See LCO 3.1.5 >

H.
1.

RCCA DROP TIMES
With RCS temperature greater than the minimum temperature for criticality and
with both reactor coolant pumps running, the drop time of each RCCA shall be no
greater than 2.2 seconds from the loss of stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot

entry. If this condition is not met, perform the following actions:
a.

If the reactor is critical, declare the rod untrippable;
OR

b.

If the reactor is subcritical, maintain the, reactor subcritical.

Basis
< See LCO 3.1.6

Insertion Limits and Shutdown Margin

>

During power operation, the shutdown banks are fully withdrawn. Fully withdrawn is defined as
a bank demand position equal to or greater than 225 steps. Evaluation has shown that
positioning control rods at 225 steps, or greater, has a negligible effect on core power
distributions and peaking factors. Due to the low reactivity worth in this region of the core and
the fact that, at 225 steps, control rods are only inserted one step into the active fuel region of the
core, positioning rods at this position or higher has minimal effect. This position is varied, based
on a predetermined schedule, in order to minimize wear of the RCCA's from the guide cards.
The control rod insertion limits provide for achieving hot shutdown by reactor trip at any time
and assume the highest worth control rod remains fully withdrawn. A 10% margin in reactivity
worth of the control rods is included to assure meeting the assumptions used in the accident
analysis. A reactor trip occurring during power operation places the reactor into hot shutdown.
In addition, the insertion limits provide a limit on the maximum inserted rod worth in the
unlikely event of a hypothetical rod ejection and provide for acceptable nuclear peaking factors.
The specified control rod insertion limits take into account the effects of fuel densification. The
rods are withdrawn in the sequence of A, B, C, D with overlap between banks. The overlap
between successive control banks is provided to compensate for the low differential rod worth
near the top and bottom of the core.

1A.3I

When the insertion limits are observed and the control rod banks are above the solid lines shown
on Figure 15.3.10-1, the shutdown requirement is met. The maximum shutdown margin
requirement occurs at end of core life and is based on the value used in analysis of the
hypothetical steam break accident. Figure 15.3.10-2 shows the shutdown margin equivalent to
2.77% reactivity at end-of-life with respect to an uncontrolled cooldown. All other accident
analyses assume 1% or greater reactivity shutdown margin. Shutdown margin calculations
include the effects of axial power distribution. The accident analyses assume no change in core
poisoning due to xenon, samarium or soluble boron.

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 171
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If the shutdown margin requirements are not met, boration must be initiated promptly. Fifteen
minutes is an adequate period of time for an operator to correctly align and start the required
systems and components. It is assumed that boration will be continued until shutdown margin
requirements are met.
Rod Operability Requirements and Bank Alignment Limits

F<

LCO 3.*1.5->
-See

A

The operability (e.g. trippability) of the shutdown and controirodsis an initial assumption in all
safety analyses that take credit for rod insertion upon rector trip. Maximum 'rod misalignment is
also an initial assumption in the safety analyses that directly affect core power distributions and
assumptions of available shutdown margin. A rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) shall be
considered operable if the RCCA drops upon removal of stationary gripper coil voltage.
Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a control rod to become inoperable or to become
misaligned from its group. Control rod inoperability or misalignment may cause increased
power peaking due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution. This will also cause a reduction in
the total available rod worth for reactor shutdown. Therefore, control rod alignment and
operability are related to core operation in design power peaking limits and the core design
requirement of a minimum shutdown margin.
From operating experience to date, an RCCA which steps in properly will drop when a trip signal
occurs because the only force acting to drive the rod in is gravity. When it has been determined
that a rod does not drop, the shutdown margin calculation will need to include the worth of the
inoperable control rod. Further experience indicates that control rods which do not step are
usually affected by electrical problems. That is, normally the problem is in the rod control
cabinets.
Rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs), or rods, are moved by their control rod drive
mechanisms (CRDMs). Each CRDM moves its RCCA one step (approximately 5/8 inch) at a
time, but at varying rates (steps per minute) depending on the signal output from the Rod Control
System.
The RCCAs are divided among control banks and shutdown banks. A group consists of two or
more RCCAs that are electrically paralleled to step simultaneously. A bank of RCCAs consists
of one or two groups that are moved in staggered fashion, but always within one step of each
other. Each unit has four control banks and two shutdown banks.
When one or more rods are determined to be untrippable, there is a possibility that the required
shutdown margin may be adversely affected. Under these conditions, it is important to determine
the shutdown margin, and if it is less than the required value, initiate boration until the required
shutdown margin is restored. The one-hour time limit is adequate for determining the shutdown
margin and, if necessary, for restoring the shutdown margin by boration. In this situation,
shutdown margin verification must include the worth of the untrippable rod, as well as a rod of
maximum worth.
Unit I - Amendment No. 171
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Note:

in the COLR)

The "fully withdrawn":,parking position range Ican be used without
violating this Figure.
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TABLE 15.4.1-1 (continued)

NO.

CHANNEL. DESCRIPTION

CHECK

CALIBRATE

TEST

PLANT CONDITIONS
WHEN REQUIRED

9.

Steam Generator Flow Mismatch

S(22)

R

Q(1)

ALL

10.

Steam Generator Pressure

S(16)

R

Q(M)

ALL

11.

4KV Bus Undervoltage (AO 1 & A02)
-AFW pump actuation
-Reactor Protection actuation

R
R

4KV Bus Underfrequency (AOl & A02)
-to Reactor Coolant Pump trip

R

12.

15.

16.
.1,

1 18.

-

-Loss of 4KV
-Degraded 4KV
-Loss of 480V

S
S
S

120 Vac Instrument Buses

W(6)

ALL
ALL

M(I)
M(1,2)

ALL

M
M
M

R
R
R

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL

Reactor Trip Signal From Turbine
-Turbine Autostop
-Turbine Stop Valve

M(M)
M(I)

ALL
ALL

Reactor Trip Signal From SI

MM

ALL

i'eeawater Isolation on zl
-MFP Trip on Safety Injection
-MFRV Shutting on Safety Injection

R
R

ALL -

S

Accumulator Level and Pressure

See LCO 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 >

ALL

See LCO 3.8.9
and 3.8.10 >

See LCO 3.3.1 >

< See LCO 3.3.2 and

13.7.3>

1

R

I

19.

LA4
M,.1

Replace w.
Analog Rod Position
'ith Insert 3.1.7-03
2 and SR 3.1.6.3)
-with step counters
A -Monitoring by On-Line Computer

[Insert New SR 3.1.6. 1.
ISee Insert 3.1.7-4.
Unit I - Amendment No. 161
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 165

---

I CO
2;
(18)

,
-

-Mode I and 2 with KeffA> 1.0
L__O_

PW, HO •"•<
S/D
]
ee LO
3.18A>2

M.2
Page 2 of 6
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NOTATION USED IN TABLE 15.4.1-1

A -- Annually (12 ngli•)
IS- Eachs
ý.-.
Discussed in LCOs
D- Daily
which notation is
W- Weekly
applicable to
Q- Quarterly
M- Monthly
P- Prior to reactor criticality if not performed during the previous week.
R- Each refueling interval (18 months)
PWR- Power and Low Power Operation, as defined in Specifications 15.Lh. and 15. l.m.
HOT S/D- Hot Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15. lg. I.
COLD S/D- Cold Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.1.g.2.
Mode
REF S/D- Refueling Shutdown, as defined in Specification 15.1.g.3.
> 1.0
l
ALL- All conditions of operation, as defined in Specifications 15. l.g, h and m. 1'

and 2 with Keff

< See LCOs; 3.3.1, 3.3.3,
and 3.3.2 >

A

NOTES USED IN TABLE 15.4.1-1
(1)

Not required during periods of refueling shutdown, but must be performed prior to reactor criticality if it has not been performed during the previous surveillan e
period.

(2)

Tests of the low power trip bistable setpoints which cannot be done during power operations shall be conducted prior to reactor criticality if not done in th•
previous surveillance interval.
.

I

LLU .¶i1>

1,3)

Ferlorm test 1 the isolation valve signal.

(4)

Perform by means of the moveable incore detector system.

(5)

Recalibrate if the absolute difference is >3 percent.

See LCO 3.3.2 >

I.
< See LCO 3.3.1 >
r----<--<See Sec
I

I

Verification of proper breaker alignment and that the 120 Vac instrument buses are energized.

<See Section 3.3 >

(7)

Source check is required prior to initiation of a release. Source check is an assessment of channel response by exposing the detector to a source of increased
radiation. Channel check is required shiftly during a release. If monitor or isolation function is discovered inoperable, discontinue release immediately.

(8)

Verify that the associated rod insertion limit is not bein violate

an
•

J"

Test of Narrow Range Pressure, 3.0 psig, -3.0 psig excluded.

Unit I - Amendment No. 186
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 191
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is inoperabe
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-< See LCO 3.3.2 >
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LCO 3.4.12 >

15.4.1-1 (continued)
NOTES USED IN TABLE
(10)

When used for the Low TemperatureOverpressure Protection System, each PORV shall be demonstrated operable by:
a.
Performance of a channel functional test on the PORV actuation channel, but excluding valve operation, within 31 days prior to entering a condition in
which the PORV is required operable and at least once per 31 days thereafter when the PORV is required operable.

(I I)

Performance of a channel functional test is required, excluding valve operation.

(12)

Shifily check is required when the reactor coolant system is not open to the atmosphere and the reactor coolant system temperature is less than the minimum
temperature for the in-service pressure test as specified in TS Figure 15.3.1-1.

(13)

An AFW flow path to each steam generator shall be demonstrated operable, following each cold shutdown of greater than 30 days, prior to entering power operation
by verifying AFW flow to each steam generator.

Cabration is to

a veiication f response to a source,

-<See

LCO 3.411>

<See LCO 3.3.3 >

< See LCO 3.3.21,
3.3.2, anid
3.3.3 >

(15)

Sample gas for calibration at 2% and 6%.

(16)

A check of one pressure channel per steam generator is required whenever the steam generator could be pressurized.

See LCO3.

S

(17)

Inclui-des test of logic for reactor trip on low-low level, automatic actuation logic for auxiliary feedwater pumps, and test of logic for feedwater isolation on high
steam generator level.

(18)

Rod positions must be logged at least once per hour, after a load change > 10% or after >30 inches of control rod motion if the on-line computer is inoperable.

(19)

The daily heat balance is a gain adjustment performed to match Nuclear Instrumentation System indicated power level with reactor thermal output.

<See LCO 3.1.5>

< See LCO 3.3.1 >
(20)
1(21)
(22)

(23)

To confirm that hot channel factor limits are being satisfied, the requirements of TS 15.3.10.B must be met.
..-- <See LCO 3.4.11 >
Check required only when the low temperature overpressure protection system is in operation.
I
..

*

^ot

....

q;id

dwring period of-old .And refualing 1hud.;"A:,s, b•t must be p- rfo•,-dpio-

Each train tested at least every 62 days on a staggered basis.

r In reato

<See LCO 3.3.1 and 3.3.2>

[
-I.

r criticality if it has not bee purfoone durin, the pre'i'4h

Deleted - Addressed by ITS
SR 3.0.4

1(24)

Neutron detectors excluded from calibration.

Unit I - Amendment No. 185
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 189
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Spec 3.1.7 Inserts
Insert 3.1.7-01:
Control banks shall be within the insertion, sequence, and overlap limits
specified in the COLR.

Insert 3.1.7-02:

This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1,4.2.
Insert 3.1.7-03:

SR

3.1.6.2

SR

3.1.6.3

FA.51

Verify each control bank insertion is
:12 hours
within the limits specified in the COLR.
--------------------------------------- -I
Verify sequence and overlap limits
specified in the COLR are met for control
banks not withdrawn from the core as
specified in the COLR.

12 hours

Insert 3.1.7-04:
SR

3.1.6.i

Verify estimated critical control bank
position is within the limits specified in
the COLR.

[---------------Within 4 hours
prior to
achieving
criticality
-- - - - - - -

M.~iI

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
01

02

03

04

05

JFD Text
Reference to the General Design Criteria (GDC) of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A has been deleted
from the Bases of the Technical Specifications, substituting reference to the appropriate section
of the FSAR which specifies the Point Beach design criteria. Point Beach was constructed and
licensed prior to the GDC being issued, The Point Beach construction permit was issued prior
to the GDCs being issued in 1971. Point Beach was designed and constructed utilizing the
1967 proposed GDCs. Accordingly, reference has been provided to the appropriate criteria and
section of the Point Beach FSAR which provides explanation of Point Beach's design basis.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The Bases for LCO 3.1.7 provides a description of control bank overlap, which includes specific
reference to the position of Control Bank C when Control Bank D begins to move in addition to
the fully withdrawn position for the control rods. The C Bank position at which Control Bank D
begins to move at Point Beach is 125 steps and the fully withdrawn position for the control rods
is 225 steps. These site specific numbers have been substituted for the numbers used in
NUREG 1431.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The Bases for LCO 3.1.7 provides three FSAR Section references (3, 4, and 5) for various
analyses and parameters. Reference 3 contains contains a broad reference to the Accident
Analyses Section of the FSAR which contains the accident analyses assumptions for analyzed
events. Therefore, Reference 4 and 5 are unnecessary.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information has been provided.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The Bases for Required Action A. 1.1 references the Bases for SR 3. 1.1-1 to obtain a listing of
effects for calculation of SDM when one or more shutdown banks are not within limits. This
LCO Action is applicable in Modes 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal to 1.0. SR 3.1.1.1
calculates SDM in Mode 2 with Keff < 1.0, and Modes 3, 4, and 5, addressing subcritical
conditions. Therefore, the Bases for SR 3.1 .1.1 contains effects which are not applicable to an
operating reactor. Proposed ITS LCO 3.1.5 Required Action A. 1.1 has been modified to list the
effects listed from the Bases for SR 3.1.1.1 which are applicable to reactor critical operation.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07
Page 1 of 3

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
06

07

08

JFD Text
Figure B 3.1.7-1, "Control Bank Insertion Limits" is provided in the Bases of the ITS as an
example of the rod insertion limits in addition to a reference in explaining the concept of bank
overlap. This figure has been retained, but as a generic figure for information only to eliminate
any possible confusion as to the figure's use. Plant specific information is contained in the
COLR.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The Mode of Applicability for NUREG LCO 3,17 is Mode 1 and 2 with Keff greater than or equal
to 1.0, while the default Required Action (C.1) requires the unit to be placed into Mode 3 within 6
hours. LCO 3.0.2 states that an LCOs Required Actions are no longer applicable if an LCO is
met or no longer applicable. Accordingly, the Required Actions are no longer applicable after
the unit reaches Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0. Therefore, the default action has been revised
to require the unit to be placed into Mode 2 with Keff less than 1.0 within 6 hours to establish
continuity between the General Usage LCOs and the Required Actions for NUREG 1431 LCO
3.1.7. This implements approved TSTF 238, Revision 0.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3,01.07

LCO 3.01.06 COND C RA C1

LCO 3.01.07 COND C RA C.1

NUREG 1431 allows control bank insertion, sequence, and overlap limits to be specified in the
COLR. NUREG 1431 SR 3.1.7.3 states that control banks which are fully withdrawn from the
core are not required to be checked for proper sequence and overlap, as in the fully withdrawn
position, overlap and sequence are no longer observable parameters. The CTS defines fully
withdrawn for the control rods as being greater than or equal to 225 steps. This is to allow the
control rods to be "parked" at this position or higher while meeting the definition of fully
withdrawn. Defining fully withdrawn at greater than or equal to 225 steps minimizes control rod
cladding wear caused by vibration in the guide card area. Fully withdrawn is not adequately
defined in the NUREG. Fully withdrawn is subjective and should be defined and maintained
consistent with the control bank insertion limits. Therefore, the definition of "fully withdrawn" is
proposed for inclusion into the COLR.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

COLR

N/A
N/A

SR 3.01.06.03

N/A
N/A
SR 3.01.07.03

Page 2 of 3

Justification For Deviations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
13-Nov-99
JFD Number
09

10

JFD Text
The porposed Bases has been modified to reflect the Point Beach design. Not all control rod
banks consist of two groups of rods as stated in the Bases of NUREG 1431 LCO 3.1.6. Control
banks may consist of a single group dependent upon the number of control rods assigned to the
bank. Typically control rod banks with four or fewer rods consist of a single group. Any bank
that consists of two groups will step the banks within one step of each other.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07

The Mode of Applicability for NUREG 1431 LCO 3.1 7 is Mode 1 and Mode 2 when Keff is
greater than or equal to 1.0, however, the Applicability and Actions Sections of the NUREG
Bases do not reflect this completely. As such, the proposed ITS Bases has been changed to
correspond to the actual Applicability of the LCO.
ITS:

NUREG:

B 3.01.06

B 3.01.07
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
3.13
3.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Control Bank Insertion Limits

(Approved TSTF 136

Control banks shall be within the insertion,
overlap limits specified in the COLR.

sequence,

and

1,
MODE 2 with ketf > i 0
----------------------------- NOTE----------------This LCO is not applicable while performing SR 3.1.62.

ACTIONS
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION
A.

Control bank insertion
limits not met,

A.1.1

Verify SDM 4
,1

COMPLETION TIME

hour

JOR
to be within the limits

provided in the COLR

Approved TSTF 09

I

A.1.2

initiate boration to
restore SDM to within
limit.

I hour

AND
2hours

A.2

Restore control
bank(s) to within
limits.
(continued)

WOG STS

3.1-14

Rev 1. 04/07/95

Control Bank Insertion Limits
[Approved TSTF 136

1

>

ACTIONS (continued)
CONDITION
B. Control bank sequence

or overlap limits not
met,

to be within the limits
provided in the COLR

B.1.1

REQUIRED ACTION

COMPLETION TIME

Verify SDM

1 hour

Initiate boration to
restore SDM to within

1 hour

I•

i .6%

•k/14i.'

/

B.1.2

limit.
AND
09AND
rApproved TSTF

C. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

B.2

Restore control bank
sequence and overlap
to within limits.

2 hours

C.1

Be in MODE

6 hours

w th Ke f <1. 0

S12

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR

3.1.

Verify estimated critical control bank
position is within the limits specified in
the COLR.
A

[Approved TSTF 136

Within 4 hours
prior to
achieving
criticality

1

(continued)

WOG STS
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Control Bank Insertion Limits
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BASES
BACKGROUND

The insertion limits of the shutdown and control rods are
initial assumptions in all safety analyses that assume rod
insertion upon reactor trip, The insertion limits directly
affect core power and fuel burnup distributions and
assumptions of available SDM, and initial reactivity
insertion rate,
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(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power
Reactors" (Ref. 2).
Limits on control rod insertion have
been established, and all rod positions are monitored and
controlled during power operation to ensure that the power
distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design
power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.

]
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The rod cluster control assemblies (RCCAs) are divided among
control banks and shutdown banks.
Each bank may be further
subdivided into two groups to provide for precise reactivity
control.
A group consists of two or more RCCAs that are

electrically paralleled to step simultaneously.•Yk-f
staggered
RCCAs consists of two groups that r-*oýna
All
•]fashion, but always wtru6"-sfe-p of each other.
.,r
bankns and at least two shutdown
Splants have
•
4

1

6

Sýe LCO 3.1.-0 "Rod Group Alignment Limits," for
control and shutdown rod OPERABILITY and alignment
requirements, and LCO 3. 1
"Rod Positi on Indication " for
position Indication requirements.
The control bank insertion limits are specified in the COLR
An example isxrovided for information only in
Figure B 3.1.
. The control banks are required to be at
or above tTe insertion limit lines,
Figure B 3.1.&
also indicates how the control banks are
moved in an overlap pattern,
Overlap is the distance
traveled together by two Control banks.
The predetermined
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(cont nued)

BACKGROUND

position of control bank C, at which control bank D will
*ento move with bank C on a withdrawal, will be at
steps. The
i4;4 steps for a fully withdrawn position of L
fully withdrawn position is defined in the COLR.

Approved TSTF 136

The control banks are used for precise reactivity control
of
the reactor. The positions of the control banks are
normally controlled automatically by the Rod Control System,
They are capable of
but can also be manually controlled.
adding reactivity very quickly (compared to borating or

5

d lt n ).

The powe

nsity at any point in the core must be limited,
osign criteria are maintained. Together,
She fu
LCO 3.1.
"Shutdown Bank Insertion Limits,"
LCO 3.1
) LCO 3.2.3. "AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)," and
LCD 3

3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO (OP TR)." provide
limits on control component operation and on monitored
process variables, which ensure that the core operates
within the fuel design criteria.

6

The shutdown and control bank insertion and alignment
limits, AFD, and QPTR are process variables that together
characterize and control the three dimensional power
distribution of the reactor core, Additionally, the control
bank insertion limits control the reactivity that could be
added in the event of a rod ejection accident, and the
shutdown and control bank insertion limits ensure the
required SDM is maintained,
Operation within the subject LCO limits will prevent fuel
cladding failures that would breach the primary fission
product barrier and release fission products to the reactor
coolant in the event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA),
loss of flow, ejected rod, or other accident requiring
termination by a Reactor Trip System (RTS) trip function.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

WOG STS

The shutdown and control bank insertion limits. AFD, and
QPTR LCOs are required to prevent power distributions that
could result in fuel cladding failures in the event of a
LOCA, loss of flow, ejected rod, or otheý, accident requiring
termination by an RTS trip function.
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(continued)

The acceptance criteria for addressing shutd own and control
bank insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment are
that:
a.

There be no violations of:
1.
2.

b.

specified acceptable fuel design limits, or
Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary
integrity: and

The core remains subcritical after accident
transients.

As such, the shutdown and control bank insertion limits
affect safety analysis involving core reactivity and power
distributions (Ref. 3).
The SDM requirement is ensured by limiting the control and
shutdown bank insertion limits so that allowable inserted
worth of the RCCAs is such that sufficient reactivity is
available in the rods to shut down the reactor to hot zero
power with a reactivity margin that assumes the maximum
worth RCCA remains fully withdrawn upon trip (Ref. q).
3

Operation at the insertion limits or AFD limits may approach
the maximum allowable linear heat generation rate or peaking
Operation at the
factor with the allowed QPTR present.
insertion limit may also indicate the maximum ejected RCCA
worth could be equal to the limiting value in fuel cycles

that have sufficiently high ejected RCCA worths.
The control and shutdown bank insertion limits ensure that
safety analyses assumptions for SDM. ejec.ted rod worth.
power distribution peaking factors are preserved (Ref.

ad

[-

The insertion limits satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC Policy
Statement, in that they are initial conditions assumed in
the safety analysis.

LCO

The limits on control banks sequence. overlap, and physical
insertion, as defined in the COLR, must be maintained
because they serve the function of preserving power

B 3.1c•3
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(continued)
distribution, ensuring that the SDM is maintain ed, ensuring
that ejected rod worth is maintained, ani ensuring adequate
negative reactivity insertion is available on trip. The
overlap between control banks provides more uniform rates of
reactivity insertion and withdrawal and is imposed to
maintain acceptable power peaking during control bank
motion.

The control bank sequence, overlap, and physical insertion
limits shall be maintained with the reactor in MODES I and 2
with keff
i'
1.0.
These limits must be maintained, since they
preserve the assumed power distribution, ejected rod worth,
SDM, and reactivity rate insertion assumptions.
Applicability in TODES 3, 4, and 5 is not required, since
neither the power distribution nor ejected rod worth
assumptions would be exceeded in these MODES.
The applicability requirements have been modified by a Note
indirating thp I• rCn-.eI
ements are suspended during the
performance of SR 3.1L..
This SR verifies the freedom of
the rods to move, and requires the control bank to move
below the LCO limits, which would violate the LCO.

ACTIONS

A.I.1,

A.1.2, A.2,

B.1,1,

B.I.2, and B.2

When the control banks are outside the acceptable insertion
limits, they must be restored to within those limits.
This
restoration can occur in two ways:

with

Keff Ž1.0 is

a.

Reducing power to be consistent with rod position. or

b.

Moving rods to be consistent with power.

Also, verification of SDM or i nitiation of boration to
regain SDM is required within 1 hour, since the SDM in
MODES I and 2Lormally ensured by adhering to the control
and shutdown bank insertion limits (see LCO 3.1.1. "SHUTDOWN
MARGIN (SDM)
has been upset. If control
banks are not 1ithin their insertion limits, then SDM will
Approved TSTF 136
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be verified by performing a reactivity balance calcul

Similarly,

if

the control banks are

ation,

found to be out of

sequence or in the wrong overlap configuration,
restored to meet the limits.

they must be

Operation beyond the LCO limits 1s allowed for a short time
period in order to take conservative action because the
simultaneous occurrence of either a LOCA. loss of flow
accident, ejected rod accident, or other accident during
this short time period, together with an inadequate power
distribution or reactivity capability, has an acceptably low
probability.
The allowed Completion Time of 2 hours for restoring the
banks to within the insertion, sequence, and overlaps limits
provides an acceptable time for evaluating and repairing
minor problems without allowing the plant to remain in an
unacceptable condition for an extended period of time.
C.'

2with

eff

<

1.0

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

If Required Actions A.1 and A.2, or B.1 and B.2 cannot be
completed within the a sociated Completion Times, the plant
must be brought to MODE7__ where the LCO is not applicable
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based
on operating experience, for reaching the required MODE from
full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

SR

3.1.I(D-

pll

This Surveillance is requLired to ensure that the reactor
does not achieve criticality with the control banks below
their insertion limits.
The estimated critical position (ECP) depends upon a number
of factors, one of which is xenon concentration.
If the ECP
was calculated long before criticality, xenon concentration
could change to make the ECP substantially in error.
Conversely, determininq the ECP immediately before
WOG STS

B 3. 1l
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

criticality could be an unnecessary burden.
There are a
number of unit parameters requiring operator attention at
Performing the ECP calculation within 4 hours
that point.
prior to criticality avoids a large error from changes in
xenon concentration, but allows the operator some
flexibility to schedule the ECP calculation with other

startup activities.
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3

d within their insertion
When control banks ar e maintai
limits as checked by SR 3.1.(J above, it is unlikely that
their sequence and overlap will not be in accordance with
requirements provided in the COLR. A Frequency of 12 hours
is consistent with the insertion limit check above in
L In-sert B 3.1.7-038

REFERENCES

1.
2.
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LCO 3.1.7 BASES INSERTS
Insert B 3.1.7-01:
The design criteria for reactivity and power distribution are
found in FSAR Section 3.1,

Insert B 3.1.7-02:
the following listed reactivity effects:
a.

RCS boron concentration;

b.

Control bank position;

c

Power defect;

d.

Fuel burnup;

e

Xenon concentration;

f.

Samarium concentration.

and

Insert B 3.1.7-03:
Control banks which are fully withdrawn frcm the core as
specified in the COLR do not have to be verified. In the fully
withdrawn position, sequence and overlap can no longer be
verified

Insert B 3.1.7-04:
A bank of RCCAs may consist of one or two groups.
When a
bank consists of two groups, the groups are moved in a
staggered fashion, but always within one step of each
other.
Control banks A and C and shutdown bank A consist
of two groups each while control banks B and D and shutdown
bank B consist of a single group.

No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
A

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the current Technical
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not impact
initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.
Therefore, this change does not increase the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not require a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. The proposed change will not impose any new or eliminate any old requirements.
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no
impact on any safety analysis assumptions- This change is administrative. As such, there is
no technical change to the requirements and, therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of

safety.
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No Significant Hazards Considerations - NUREG-1431 Section 3.01.07
13-Nov-99
NSHC Number
L-01

NSHC Text
In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PBNP has evaluated this proposed
Technical Specifications change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.
1- Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change will relax the Technical Specification Required Actions requiring
initiation of boration versus restoration of SDM The CTS and the ITS both require
restoration of control bank insertion limits within two hours, which establishes a bounding
limit for operation with an insertion limit not met. As such, the maximum time that SDM could
conceivably not be met is an additional one hour before the initiation of a plant shutdown is
required. While SDM and rod position (available worth) are variables assumed in various
analyses, the state of not meeting a rod insertion limit is not an accident precursor. The
proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, changes in parameters governing normal plant operation, or methods of
operation- Accordingly, there will be no significant change in the probability of accidents
previously evaluated. The additional one hour period allowed to be in this condition does not
represent an increase in the consequences of accidents previously evaluated, as the plant
condition during this extended period is the same as those currently allowed for up to one
hour. Accordingly, the consequences are the same during this increased period. This
change does not present a significant increase in the consequences of accidents previously
evaluated.
2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?
The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems, structures or
components, nor does it alter parameters governing normal plant operation, The proposed
change does not introduce a new mode of operation. Therefore, the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated is not created.
3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?
In the unlikely event of a control bank being found outside of its rod insertion limit with SDM
not met, the CTS Action to restore SDM via boration within one hour is not a viable action,
which would then result in the initiation of a plant shutdown which is a diversion of resources
which should be more appropriately focused on restoration of the shutdown banks insertion
limit. The additional one hour allowance is acceptable based on the increased focus that will
be available to the most appropriate action which is restoration of the control bank insertion
limit, Accordingly, increasing the time allowed before shutdown actions are required to be
initiated by an additional hour does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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